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ABSTRACT
The American urban backdrop has seen an ebb and flow of investment and
abandonment in the central city.

The movement of the population from city to suburb

and vice versa is often associated with access to lower rents, but is also driven by
consumer demand.

As redevelopment occurs in the once declining urban areas,

economic development brings in a new middle class and the private and public services
necessary to accommodate them. Inevitably, as new people move in current residents
may be forced out. Addressing this issue is complicated by understanding what makes a
neighborhood or a particular population prone to the type of redevelopment that results in
displacement, commonly known as gentrification. Much theory and multiple case studies
have been written about the characteristics of both production and demand and how they
relate to the displaced population, the neighborhood in question, and the new middle
class.
Through a case study approach of Asheville, N.C. this study explores how
gentrification theory may be better understood through the application of geographical
information systems (GIS). This project serves as a mechanism to attempt to identify and
understand the use of indicators proposed in the literature and through case studies as a
tool to detect the progression of gentrification. This study assists in understanding and
use of GIS technology on gentrification, a very complicated theoretical concept. It seems
the methodology is feasible given the more complex task of identifying a complete set of
variables in a specific spatial and temporal context. These findings are then used to
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discuss the implication of gentrification and the prescribed models on Asheville
specifically and on planning professionals in general.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Over the past several decades, the United States and other countries have
experienced what is known as gentrification.

For the purpose of this project,

gentrification is defined as a change or renewal in existing building stock (residential,
industrial, mixed use) or infill areas, via both public and private investment, as well as, an
in-migration of the demographically more affluent, better educated, and white-collar
populous as related to the incumbent population, ultimately resulting in the displacement
of a substantial number of incumbent residents and retailers. Other research suggests that
gentrification has grown beyond the areas of existing building stock, and that
gentrification may also be consistent with new developments occurring in Greenfields,
(i.e. New Urbanist development, rural gentrification, etc…), however, for the purpose of
this project the type of gentrification that requires primary focus will be that of areas with
existing building stock or central city areas that require infill.
Some gentrification researchers see gentrification as a re-urbanization of the
middle and professional classes viewing it as an opportunity to reverse the exodus and
decline of the central business district (CBD) while also integrating residents based on
class, race and ethnicity (Lee and Hodge 1984). This decline has left many cities facing
increased economic woes as more affluent households preferred transferring to the
suburbs and vulnerable populations were concentrated in the urban core. Those
researchers that see gentrification as an opportunity do so because they assume these
fiscal issues could be mitigated if wealthier households settled within these declining
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areas, raising both taxable income and property values. This influx would also stimulate
the property tax proceeds in addition to the sales tax proceeds via retail activity
(Mieszkowski and Mills 1993). Furthermore, the in-migration of higher income residents
and community investment in the neighborhood may generate more political influence
resulting in procurement of better public services and additional city investment
(Freeman and Braconi 2004: 39).
Despite the potential benefits suggested by some researchers, incumbent residents
and community and affordable housing activists often contest gentrification as it can
express class, racial, and ethnic opposition. However, the primary issue is typically that
disadvantaged or vulnerable households are exposed to displacement as resulting of
rising and rents and increasing property taxes from redevelopment projects, which are
characteristics that differentiate gentrification from just plain redevelopment and
rehabilitation. Vulnerable households that desire entry into these neighborhoods may be
unable to afford what now more desirable housing and, if gentrification occurs, it could
result in a shrinking pool of affordable housing available in highly sought after areas. As
a result, gentrification may pose issues for affordable housing even if it is not actually
causing displacement.
It is clear why planning for growth and economic well-being via neighborhood
improvements are encouraged. However, good planning should incorporate managing
economic growth so as to minimize the negative externalities that can result from it (i.e.
increasing housing costs and/or incumbent displacement). The basis of Freeman and
Braconi’s (2004) study they suggest:
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“The degree to which government policies should actively promote
gentrification in order to achieve fiscal and societal goals is a policy
calculation that should consider adverse consequences such as
displacement. Consequently, it is imperative that social scientists and
policy analysts provide better quantitative evidence of the extent and
implications of displacement and of the effectiveness of strategies
intended to mitigate it” (Freeman and Braconi 2004: 39).

Common responses to these consequences include pressure on local governments and
developers for more acceptable affordable housing, organized neighborhood and
community development groups to assist local residents, and/or the establishment of
service programs that provide legal or fiscal support for those that are subject to
relocation or eviction pressure (Robinson 1995). It would be ideal if there were a method
to identify gentrification before its negative consequences were realized. In that vein,
policy and strategy to mitigate displacement could be employed before hostile or litigious
remedies are sought.
This project will serve as a mechanism to attempt to identify and understand the
use of indicators acknowledged in the literature review and through case studies as a tool
to detect the progression of gentrification. These indicators will act as an early warning
system in order to assist in mitigating the displacement of current residents from
neighborhoods experiencing gentrification. It is the intent of this project to 1) identify
the potential indicators for both gentrifiers and gentrified populations, 2) to discuss the
application and influence of these indicators in particular Asheville N.C. neighborhoods,
and 3) to discuss existing neighborhood conditions and strategies that may be employed
by planners in concert with traditional mitigation tools in order to more proficiently
minimize resident displacement. This study seeks to answer the following questions:
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What indicators identify the occurrence of gentrification (in any stage)? Can these
indicators also be used to identify vulnerable populations based on those that have left
areas identified as gentrifying or gentrified via this study? How can these indicators be
identified by planners in order to be used with existing policy and strategy to mitigate the
displacement of disadvantaged and vulnerable populations?
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CHAPTER TWO: GENTRIFICATION THEORY

The following sections break down the theory of gentrification over time based on
its literary history. This breakdown includes the definition of gentrification, the theory of
gentrification, its causes and its effects, and the issue of displacement. The findings,
analyses, and frameworks developed during the 1970s and 1980s are reviewed in detail,
as the fundamental research is grounded in these decades.

Newer research stemming

from both the 1980s and the 1990s are also reviewed.

The review then outlines

gentrification theory, both past and present, to better understand the impact of
gentrification on residents, specifically the potential for displacement. Finally, the paper
will use this foundation in gentrification theory in combination with case study
indicator/metric analyses and findings to suggest strategies useful to planners in the
identification of these indicators so that may be used in concert with policy to optimize
the benefits of neighborhood change while minimizing or eliminating the potential for
displacement.

2.1: Defining Gentrification - The Debate Begins…
"One by one, many of the working-class quarters of London have been
invaded by the middle-classes - upper and lower. Shabby, modest mews
and cottages - two rooms up and two down - have been taken over, when
their leases have expired, and have become elegant, expensive
residences....Once this process of 'gentrification' starts in a district it goes
on rapidly until all or most of the original working-class occupiers are
displaced and the whole social character of the district is changed" (Glass
1964).
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Sitting in a class one day, I was asked to define gentrification. My mind raced
furiously from one author’s gentrification research to the next, and still I remained
speechless. Phrases like neighborhood change and displacement danced in my head,
partnering with concepts like class and race. I remained sitting in my chair without an
answer. What is gentrification? Do these concepts speak to the cause or the effect or are
they really defining characteristics? A review of the literature brought me little hope that
I would find any agreement.

In fact, the only agreement uncovered was that no

consensus can really be made about a definition.
It has been almost 50 years since the British sociologist Ruth Glass labeled the
term gentrification in her description of the urban change that was occurring in inner-city
London.

The changes that Glass originally described are now considered ‘classical

gentrification’ (Lees, Slater, and Wyly 2008: 4). Gentrification continues and so does the
evolution of the definition.

"Simultaneously a physical, economic, social and cultural phenomenon,
gentrification commonly involves the invasion by middle-class or higherincome groups of previously working-class neighborhoods or multioccupied 'twilight areas' and the replacement or displacement of many of
the original occupants” (Hamnett 1984: 284).
"Gentrification is the process...by which poor and working-class
neighborhoods in the inner city are refurbished by an influx of private
capital and middle-class homebuyers and renters....a dramatic yet
unpredicted reversal of what most twentieth-century urban theories had
been predicting as the fate of the central and inner-city" (Smith 1996: 30).
American Heritage Dictionary (2011): Gentrification – “the buying and
renovation of houses and stores in deteriorated urban neighborhoods by
upper- or middle-income families or individuals, thus improving property
values but often displacing low-income families and small businesses.”
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Merriam-Webster Dictionary (2011): Gentrification – “the process of
renewal and rebuilding accompanying the influx of middle-class or
affluent people into deteriorating areas that often displaces poorer
residents.”

As the social and cultural pieces of our society change and evolve and economic
structures ebb and flow it is also necessary for the definition of gentrification to do the
same. Rooted in all the definitions of gentrification is the concept of class. With class
come social, cultural and economic components that often help to define it.

The

economic structure of the city, county, and the neighborhood also play a role in the
evolution of the definition and theory behind gentrification. By the early 1980s it was
clear that this definitional evolution of gentrification needed to be defined based on more
than just residential change.

Cities were gearing up to handle deindustrialization,

warehouse districts and waterfronts were being redeveloped in what were once abandon
or Brownfield industrial districts. These redevelopment efforts inspired an increase in
retail in service areas that were once uninhabitable. These changes necessitated a look at
gentrification through both “temporal and spatial changes to the process” and have been
part of the process that has created derivatives of gentrification like “rural-gentrification,
re-urbanization, tourism gentrification” etc… (Lees, Slater, and Wyly 2008: 129-130).
“Gentrification was initially understood as the rehabilitation of decaying
and low-income housing by middle-class outsiders in central cities. In the
late 1970s a broader conceptualization of the process began to emerge, and
by the early 1980s new scholarship had developed a far broader meaning
of gentrification, linking it with processes of spatial , economic, and social
restructuring” (Sassen 1991: 255).
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All of these mutations and evolutions provide fuel for both ongoing debate and lengthy
discourse about should or should not be included in the definition of gentrification. This
being said, Slater, Curran and Lees (2004: 1144) maintain that the emphasis should
remain on the class transformation that occurs regardless of the location or structural
specifics (new-build, infill or renovation) of the development process.

Neil Smith

(1986: 3) suggests that instead of spending our time defining a constantly changing
process that does not lend itself to restrictive covenants, we should move our focus to the
“broad range of processes that contribute to this restructuring” (Smith 1986: 3). The
definition of gentrification should play a significant role in understanding the
gentrification processes (Slater, Curran, and Lees 2004: 1142). For that reason, it seems
reasonable that each researcher should assume a definition as an underpinning for their
own writings.

2.2: Gentrification Theory –The Debate Continues…
Like defining gentrification, an explanation of gentrification theory and its
evolution is less than simple. Beginning with Neil Smith’s publication of “Toward a
Theory of Gentrification” in 1979, it can be noted that the theoretical and political
foundation of many of the gentrification researchers varied, as a result, so did their
research focus and analysis. In Smith and Williams (1986) book “Gentrification of the
City” they summarize the five major themes in which the authors’ discussions fall. It is
safe to say that these themes reoccur in most of the research grounded in the 1970s and
1980s.

These themes include production-side versus consumption-side explanations of
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the gentrification process, the question of the emergence and impact of the “postindustrial” city, the relative importance of ”social structure vis-à-vis individual agency”
in the gentrification process (this assumes that social structures guide and inhibit social
action, but individuals perform social acts and thereby

make and change social

structures), the arrival of a “new middle-class” and its role in gentrification, and finally,
the costs of displacement (Smith 1986: 4). To some extent these themes carry on through
the most current gentrification theory.
2.2.1: Theory through the 1980s - Production-Side Theory

The issue of production-side and consumption-side explanations begins with the
work of Neil Smith.

Gentrification was viewed by Smith as an issue defined by the

process of “uneven development” particularly in the urban realm and heavily defined by
the capitalist mode of production. The foundation of Smith’s work was generated from
the differentiation in geography between central city and suburbs and the differentiation
of capital investment, disinvestment, and reinvestment (the valorization and
devalorization of capital) (Smith 1986). Of particular interest to Smith, were the “low
ground rents” outside the central city in the twenty years after World War II. These low
ground rents made it possible for an uninterrupted flow of capital to be available to
"develop suburban, industrial, residential, commercial and recreational activity"(Smith
1986: 23). This investment outside the central city caused a “devalorization” of capital in
the urban core. According to Smith, the central city was then slowly devastated by
“neglect and decay” which led to the "substantial abandonment of inner-city properties"
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(Smith 1986: 23). With this abandonment came a decline in the price of the land located
in the central-city relative to the price of land in the suburbs. This is the basis for Smith’s
central city rent gap theory, that is, the difference between "the actual capitalized ground
rent (land value) of a plot of land given its present use and the potential ground rent that
might be gleaned under a 'higher and better' use" (Smith 1987a: 462). Smith surmised
that the rent-gap premise is "the necessary centerpiece to any theory of gentrification"
(Smith 1987b: 165) because the gap allowed developers to realize prospective proceeds
to be made by reinvesting in derelict central-city properties. Ultimately, Smith argued,
"the devalorization of capital in the center creates the opportunity for the revalorization of
this 'underdeveloped' section of urban space" (Smith 1986: 24).
This theory leaves off with the exodus of the central city, in Lauria (1984: 19) it is
discussed that within the weakening inner city there may not be organized urban
development but neighborhood controlled redevelopment that takes its place. This article
discusses more thoroughly the breakdown of rents and the underlying drivers associated
with the rent gap. Lauria (1984) discusses both the community redevelopment players as
well as the strategies that they can be employed based on Marxian rent gap theory, rent
types, their motivators, and the type and level of coordination available.
Smith found himself with many critics. Many of the primary arguments surfaced
in Laska and Spain’s “Back to the City” (1979). In general it was thought that rent gap
theory did not explain the gentrifiers and so and for multiple reasons it was argued that,
"although the gentrification process does involve capital flows, it also involves people,
and this is the Achilles heel of Smith's supply side thesis" (Hamnett 1991: 180). Critics
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argued that Smith ignored individual preference in his theory. As well, critics suggested
that gentrification was more than the development of abandon housing in central cities.
Gentrification also happened via new developments and in developments not in the
central city. Because the rent gap failed to explain gentrification in some cities where it
was clearly occurring, David Ley, a consumption-side theorist argued that "almost ten
years after its first presentation it has still not been made empirically accountable" (Ley
1987: 466). Smith’s work clearly took into account capital movement but failed to
consider social and cultural concepts.

2.2.2: Consumption-Side Theory
Ultimately, David Ley was Smith’s biggest opponent.

Ley was in fact, a

proponent of the consumption-side explanations of gentrification and as such was
fundamentally opposed to Smith’s production-side arguments. Consumption-side takes
into account characteristics of the gentrifiers, that is, what the people want or what they
demand from a consumer perspective. Consumption-side explanations take on several of
the themes that overarch early gentrification theory as mentioned by Smith (1986: 4).
Specifically, consumption-side explanations may be explained using the appearance of
the “post-industrial” city or in the arrival of the “new middle-class” (Smith 1986: 4) and
most certainly may be the impetus for social change.
In Smith’s research he touched on issues of the growth of “white-collar” sector
jobs being a push for central-city clustering (1986: 28), but Ley and others focused on
this as a means to explain the demand for inner-city properties.
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Occupational and

economic changes may be factors associated with the gentrifiers when choosing places to
live and to work as Hamnett (1991) suggests, “explanation for gentrification must begin
with the processes responsible for the production and concentration of key factions of the
service class" (Hamnett 1991: 186). Consumption-side explanations take into account
more than just gentrifier occupation it considers demographic change as a factor that may
impact an individual’s demand. Damaris Rose (1984) touches on this by suggesting that
gentrification indicators need to reassessed and their chaotic nature might be better be
explained via activities and aspirations that are aligned with different fractions of the
labor force. These gentrification motivators might be better defined by examining
locational needs geared around “…roles in social production and changes in
reproduction” (Rose 1984: 68). The women’s movement into the workforce potentially
resulting in postponement of marriage and children or in the increase in household
income has been noted as a particularly important demographic change (Bondi 1991:
192). Bondi also suggests that gender and class may play similar and more complex roles
in gentrification and should be considered as deeper factors in gentrifier demand (Bondi
1991: 196). Other researchers, beginning in the late 1970s and 1980s, have suggested the
same about sexuality. Lauria and Knopp (1985) specifically discuss the role of gay
communities in urban redevelopment and gentrification; taking the analysis further, by
discussing the social constructs that affect spatial movement thereby provides a
framework for the significance of the role of “cultural identity” in the “urban
renaissance.” These factors begin to explain another bridge between gentrification and
consumer demand, that of cultural influence and identity.
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Gentrifier characteristics and consumption factors still correlate with the
undercurrent of class, and in fact, begin to emphasis the idea of this “new middle-class.”
Class is not excluded from the research into culture and identity and their impact on
gentrification. Michael Jager (1986), through research on gentrification in Melbourne,
Australia was able to make a connection between purchasing older architecturally
pleasing homes as a means of incorporating a social distancing between classes. This
allowed the new middle-class to identify themselves based on "consumption as a form of
investment, as a type of status symbol, and means of self-expression" (Jager 1986: 87).
This renovation sparked an unusual handshake between history and modernity to create a
style that served to attract more of the same gentrifiers back to the inner-city (Jager 1986:
88).

Many of the demographic factors that are identified and studied by the

consumption-side theorists may also play a role in developing indicators to identify
gentrification, and/or identify stages of gentrification.
The criticisms of the consumption-side theorists do not get past Smith without
response.

Although his production-side stance is strong, he acknowledges that

gentrification is an expression in the urban scene. It reflects deeper social processes and
social change, and as a result, gentrification as a spatial process, even driven by capitalist
motivations, contributes to social resolves and clearly the differentiation of class. Within
gentrification theory, the concept of social forces and class, whether driven by
production-side or consumption-side forces, are one of the few things that are typically
agreed upon regardless of, or in spite of, other debate (Smith 1986: 11). Other theorists
saw the conflicting theories and looked past the production/consumption debate to
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reconcile the perspectives into a more complete theory of gentrification. The concept that
these two theories were not competitive but complimentary became the focus of much
research. Loretta Lees (1994: 137) was one of several that began to set the stage.

"The principle of complementarity attempts to overcome duality not by
looking for a new universal theory, but by comparing and informing one
set of ideas with another" (Lees 1994: 139).
"[J]uxtaposing a Marxist analysis with a cultural analysis allows political
economy, culture and society to be considered together, enabling a more
sensitive illustration of the gentrification process" (Lees 1994: 148).

2.2.3: Theory Post-1980’s - Gentrification and the Recession

Review of the literature, at least post-1980, began to steer away from the debate
and embrace the complementary nature of both production and consumption. However,
in the early 1990s, as is true with current times, the United States was hit with an
economic recession. The recession then, as is the case now, was burdened by real estate
speculation and the exaggeration of housing costs.

The early 1990s left many

homeowners in a position of owning housing-stock with negative equity. These changes
in economics played heavily against the demographics that fueled the consumption-side
theorist arguments. Regardless, of the slant (production-side, consumption-side, or a
combination) it becomes clear that capital and consumptive demand are closely related.
The recession of the 1990s and the stalling real estate industry led some
researchers to believe that there would be a time of de-gentrification (Marcuse 1999:
790). This is essentially the idea that there would be a turnaround in the neighborhood
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change that had accumulated since the 1960s. Larry Bourne (1993a: 104) ran with this
theory and in the post-gentrification era produced a Canadian study that attempted to
provide evidence of the new wave of de-gentrification. Few researchers seemed to buy
into Bourne’s theory as a predictor of what was to come beyond Bourne’s study area.
Enter Smith with his original production-side arguments:

“Predictions of the demise of gentrification are premised on essentially
consumption-side explanations of the process, in which any pickup in the
economic demand is magically converted into a long-term trend…..The
decline in housing and land prices since 1989 has been accompanied by a
disinvestment from older housing stock…and these are precisely the
conditions which led to the availability of a comparatively cheap housing
stock in central locations. Far from ending gentrification, the depression of
the late 1980s and early 1990s may well enhance the possibilities for
reinvestment” (Smith 1996: 229).

2.2.4: Gentrification Post-Recession

As the 1990s progressed the recession ended and prosperity resulted, as least for
some. As can be seen in many cities today, gentrification picked back up after the
recession of the 1990s. As Smith suggested, “it would be a mistake to assume, as the
language of de-gentrification seems to do, that the economic crisis of the early 1990s
spelt the secular end of gentrification” (Smith 1996: 46).

With this renewal of

gentrification comes more information in which to enhance the theory of the 1970s and
1980s. Lees (2000: 389) suggests that the academic writings had changed post-recession
and focus moved to two main theories that had come to be.
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The first was the

emancipatory city and the new middle-class and the second was the revanchist city (Lees
2000: 392).
Neil Smith’s work on the “revanchist city” is the foundation for its connection to
gentrification. Smith uses the word “revanchist” as a means to compare the French
revanchists; a middle-class group opposed to the working-class uprising of the Paris
Commune.

The intent of the middle-class was to take revenge (revanche) on the

working-class that had taken the city from them (Smith 1996). Smith focused much of
this book on the similarity between gentrification that occurred post-recession in the
central city and that of the French uprising by the middle class group. Smith describes the
city as a dark and threatening place and uses the notion of revenge via gentrification and
its foundation in capital investment and disinvestment, to understand the class struggle
post-recession (Smith 1996).
On the other hand, Lees (2000: 389) discusses the emancipatory city and its
contradiction to the revanchist city. “The emancipator city thesis is implicit in much of
the gentrification literature that focuses on the gentrifiers themselves and their forms of
agency” (Lees 2000: 393) Lees then goes on to cite Caulfield’s work (research based in
Canada) as an explanation of what is meant by an emancipatory city.
“By resettling old inner-city neighborhoods, Caulfield argues that
gentrifiers subvert the dominance of hegemonic culture and create new
conditions for social activities leading the way for the developers that
follow. He shows how the contradictions of capitalist space contain the
seeds (possibilities arising from the specific use-values city dwellers find
in old inner-city neighborhoods) for a new kind of space. Gentrification
creates tolerance” (Lees 2000: 393)
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Lees notes that Caulfield’s thesis is not without flaw.

She discusses the issue of anti-

gentrification groups (working-class, minorities, etc…) and the notion that they do not
necessarily share the same views or wants as gentrifiers, that tolerance and equality are
not born from gentrification, and as a result may not make the warm and accepting place
so described in Caulfield’s thesis. Caulfield’s examples, like Bourne’s in theory past,
focus on a specific location and a particular urban context which may not be replicable in
other city frameworks (Lees 2000: 393).

Laska and Spain (1979) discussed previously

the issues around the constructive contributions provided by “renovators” that often have
very different and exclusive demands on local municipalities which impact tax monies
and the traditional incumbent urban resident quite differently.
2.2.5: Recent Gentrification Theory
More recent gentrification theory delves deeper into the discussion of
gentrification post-1990s recession as it impacts the meaning and expansion of the term.
Recent discussion has focused on the use of gentrification as an urban planning and
growth tool, and it’s decoupling from displacement, a concept discussed in earlier
community redevelopment research (Lauria 1982). However, it seems the use of this tool
became more prevalent post-1990s recession and as a result, it seems much of the
literature through the 2000s focuses on the use of gentrification as a policy tool and a
means of social mixing. This seems to be an issue more popular in the UK than in the
US; however, this also seems to address recent work regarding the creative class by
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Richard Florida. Nevertheless, it is worth addressing by several academics including,
Slater (2006); Slater, Curran and Lees (2004); and even by Neil Smith (2002).
The meaning and expansion of the application of gentrification is not new, but
Slater, Curran and Lees (2004: 1143) focus on the expansion from the largest cities to
cities that are well down the hierarchy. As well, its expansion into rural locations and the
construction of new housing development, typically luxury developments, are not to be
mislabeled, this too is gentrification. Slater’s primary concern is that, on its face, this
type of development does not appear to have the underlying theme associated with class
and displacement, and as a result researchers are beginning to decouple gentrification
from displacement. In concert with this, is the notion that urban policy makers and
planners are using gentrification as a policy tool to inspire growth and revitalization of
neighborhoods with little regard to the working-class that is directly impacted (Slater,
Curran, and Lees 2004). The issues of differing perspectives of the working class and the
in-movers (or new middle class) that replace them were discussed in detail by Laska and
Spain (1979, 1980) in their research on renovators and their demands both within the
neighborhood and to the municipality.
Although Slater (2006) discusses in his summary of the literature the theoretical
movement toward understanding and the gentrifiers, he seems to be suggesting that
because of the “squabbles” researchers spent more time picking sides instead of coming
together and understanding the overlap of the theories originally presented by Smith and
Ley.
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“Attempts to draw connections between different aspects of gentrification
call for ambidexterity in dealing with concepts which may defy reduction
to a single model. Sometimes these connections can be made through an
integration which practically dissolves any previously perceived mutual
exclusion” (Clark 1992: 362).

The focus on the ideological sides of the debate is not the only issue that has to come to
light. Slater (2006) also discusses the movement away from the issue of displacement.
“Until very recently, studies of gentrification-induced displacement, part
of the original definition of the process and the subject of so much
sophisticated inquiry in the late 1970s and 1980s, had all but disappeared.
Many of the articles in early collections on gentrification such as Laska
and Spain (1980), Schill and Nathan (1983), Palen and London (1984) and
Smith and Williams (1986) were concerned with displacement and,
indeed, much greater attention was paid to the effects of gentrification on
the working-class than to the characteristics of the new middle-class that
was moving in” (Slater 2006: 747).

It seems irresponsible to not consider displacement as paramount to understanding the
process of gentrification.
Finally, Slater (2006) focuses on urban policy and social mixing as tools for
investment in areas of abandonment and decay. Neil Smith (2002) has noted that using
social mixing typically means the middle-class moving into the working-class
neighborhood, not the movement of the working-class up to the middle-class
neighborhood. There is little balance is this situation and relying on this as a tool in
gentrifying neighborhoods may end is disappointment (Smith 2002).
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2.3: Stages of Gentrification
Models of the stages of gentrification were created in the 1970s and 1980s in
order to explain the process of gentrification and to predict the potential for gentrification
in the future. Clay (1979) and Gale (1979) both produced what are considered classic
gentrification models. Gale focused on class and status distinctions between original
residents and residents gentrifying the neighborhood. His models emphasized the
displacement felt by the original working-class residents. Clay’s model was a stage
model and broke gentrification into stages 1-4 varying from stage 1 (pioneer
gentrification) to stage 4 (maturing gentrification) (Lees, Slater, and Wyly 2008).
Lees, Slater, and Wyly (2008) provide summarized descriptions of Clay’s stages
of gentrification. Stage 1 is identified by “a small group of risk-oblivious people” that
move in and renovate. This does not draw much attention as it corresponds with the
typical housing market cycle and little capital is available for private investment. Stage 2
sees more of the same “risk-oblivious” moving in, but in stage 2 some small scale
promotion and speculation may begin. At this point some displacement begins to occur,
as vacant and abandon properties are taken over. However, in stage 2 a small amount of
private capital may become available for investment. Stage 3 opens up the area for
significant interest by the gentrifiers and may trigger urban renewal and development.
Physical improvement and prices escalate and displacement continues. Much tension can
be accounted for in this stage. The demands for public resources are exposed, internal
demands are exerted between the new middle-class arriving in the neighborhood and the
working-class and the subsidies and lifestyles required by them. In stage 4 a significant
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portion of the area is gentrified, buildings held for speculation are sold and some mixed
use and commercial areas begin to fill them. Prices continue to spiral and displacement
becomes an issue for both renters and homeowners (Lees, Slater, and Wyly 2008: 30-33;
Clay 1979: 57-59).
Clay (1979) suggests that gentrification may have ties to the influx of components
resulting from both class and sexuality. His models are based on data gathered in
multiple cites (Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco and Washington, D.C.). However,
Lees, Slater, and Wyly (2008) point out that his model is much more accurate based on
the classic philosophy and beginning waves of gentrification and is not as useful in
describing gentrification as it occurred in the 1980s and 1990s (Lees, Slater, and Wyly
2008).
2.3.1: Gentrification Stage Models and Waves of Gentrification
In early 2000’s Hackworth and Smith (2001) engineered a new stage model of
gentrification based on research gathered in New York. Lees, Slater, and Wyly (2008)
suggest this model is the best of recent attempts, however it only explains gentrification
through the 1990s and that it is the case that a fourth wave of gentrification should be
discussed.
Below is Hackworth and Smith’s diagram of the waves of the gentrification.
Lees, Slater, and Wyly (2008) assist in providing a summary of these waves. First-Wave
Gentrification started in the 1950s and lasted until the 1973 recession; it was “sporadic”
and “state-led.” Abandon inner city properties were the primary target for investment as a
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result of “green-lining” activities by the pioneering gentrifiers. Public monies were
typically used, as investment from the private sector was too risky and the public sector
was aggressive at the time in assisting to clean up urban decay.

Second-Wave

Gentrification started in the post-recession 1970s and 1980s and was described as
“expansion and resistance.” The process of gentrification became more stabilized and
emphasized more entrepreneurial endeavors socially and culturally as well as nationally
and globally. The Third-Wave of Gentrification began in the 1990s and is considered
post-recession gentrification described as “recessional pause and subsequent expansion.”
This wave is marked by corporate and government investment facilitating gentrification,
a lack of focus on those displaced or effected by gentrification, and its movement into
more remote neighborhoods (Lees, Slater, and Wyly 2008: 175-179; Hackworth and
Smith 2001: 466-468).
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Figure 1: Hackworth and Smith's (2001) Stage Model of Gentrification
(Hackworth and Smith 2001: 467)
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Lees, Slater, and Wyly (2008) discussion of the Fourth-Wave of gentrification
hinges on the increased opportunity for mortgage availability and its overwhelming
connection to local neighborhoods via the relationship to national and global housing
markets. This connection leads to access of funds more readily by the wealth upper-class
and new middle-class, and leaves those already underserved potentially in the hands of
predatory lenders known to overextend mortgage rates in exchange for overlooking poor
credit scores. Lees, Slater, and Wyly (2008) suggest that this makes the investment and
rent gap theory that much more complicated.
“Disinvestment, reinvestment, and rent gap dynamics are now playing out
in more geographically complex patterns, inscribing fine-grained
inequalities of class and race in city neighborhoods”(Lees, Slater, and
Wyly 2008: 181).

Lees, Slater, and Wyly (2008) go on to integrate political interest making a shift toward
the wealthy and the dismantling of the social programs of the 1960s as additional factors
that are creating this Fourth-Wave of gentrification and use New Orleans and hurricane
Katrina as an example (Lees, Slater, and Wyly 2008: 185).

2.4: Impacts of Gentrification
The evolution of gentrification theory has helped researchers move away from the
issue of “why” gentrification and has helped to focus more clearly on the “how” of
gentrification. The time for the academic debate over production or consumption side
explanation or the modern comparison of the revanchist and the emancipatory city has
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seemingly passed. The current literature suggests it’s time to move focus back to the
how, originally argued by Jan van Weesep (1994: 74) to be the pertinent, but easily
missed, issue. Understanding and addressing the “how” involves a serious commitment
with what Slater (2006) identifies as a now understudied aspect of gentrification, that is,
the displacement of the original working-class residents by the new middle-class.
2.4.1: Incumbent Upgrading

A review of the literature suggests that pre-1990 theorists were significantly more
detailed in their analysis of displacement, first asking is it truly displacement that is
occurring in a neighborhood or is it the incumbent upgrading governed by neighborhood
succession or replacement. Or is it actual displacement; the forced or involuntary
dislocation of vulnerable households (Palen and London 1984: 12). Upgrading defines
the improvements that occur to housing stock when it is originated by the current
residents. This improvement is typically not associated, at least in the beginning stages,
with an increase in property transactions, the price of housing or the in-migration of
higher income households (DeGiovannie 1984:84).

Replacement suggests that the

current residents, typically working-class in socioeconomic status, are able to take
advantage of upgraded housing stock and the rising housing prices in order to sell and
move elsewhere (Slater, Curran, and Lees 2004: 1144). Gentrification implies that these
improvements are not being made by current residents, but instead by the new middleclass that is moving in, which touts a higher socioeconomic status. Ultimately, this
pushes out the working-class. The newcomers’ in-migration and revitalization tends to
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inspire increases in the upgrading of housing stock, the volume of property transactions
occurring, and the price of the housing stock in these neighborhoods (DeGiovannie
1984:84). Clay’s (1979) study of various American cities provides the basis for most of
the debate that has occurred over incumbent upgrading and displacement.
Clay (1979) found evidence of changing neighborhoods in 105 neighborhoods of
the cities he studied. He said that 48 of these were changing as a result of the incumbent
upgrading and 57 were from gentrification (Clay 1979: 17).

This discussion of

revitalization entails two processes, incumbent upgrading and gentrification.

Clay

suggests that neighborhoods, which are typically working-class and settled older families,
show promise for upgrading. Once this upgrading occurs, neighborhood composition
changes. Clay claims this as a result of the in-migration as a function of replacement
(Clay 1979). Palen and London go on to discuss these findings as a pattern for “urban
reinvasion,” that is, the invasion of residents resulting in a change in population
composition (Palen and London 1984: 8). They go further to say that although it is a
movement back to the city; it does not result in a traditional invasion-succession cycle as
they are defined by other researchers (Burgess (1925), MacKenzie (1926), Gist and Fava
(1964)). Palen and London (1984) contend that the traditional cycles tend to replace
higher-status groups with lower-status groups, thereby resulting in deterioration of the
neighborhood. Palen and London’s research suggests that the invasion goes across the
continuum but can go in either direction (Palen and London 1984: 9).
Palen and Nachimias (1984) add that the term incumbent upgrading provides for
attractive imagery, in that it suggests the current residents are likely not to move.
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However, research suggests that working-class neighborhoods continually undergo
residential fluctuation both in and out of the neighborhood (Palen and Nachimias 1984:
130). Their argument goes on to suggest it is not so much the residential turnover that is
the issue with gentrification, instead it is whether the “characteristics of the entering
newcomers are not sharply different from those who are leaving” (Palen and Nachimias
1984: 130).
Palen and London (1984) also discuss the use of terms like “urban revitalization”
which takes the edge off the concept of gentrification by suggesting positive connotations
of the population change and redevelopment (Palen and London 1984: 10). DeGiovanni
(1984) adds that the consequences of revitalization and the shades of positive and
negative that they impart on a neighborhood depend on the stakeholder perspective
(DeGiovannie 1984: 68). This discussion evaluates the use of both private and public
funds in revitalization, as well as how tenure plays into Degiovanni’s research. This
research is in agreement with Clay, that in-migration may inspire current residents to
maintain or improve their housing stock (DeGiovannie 1984: 73). This suggests that
there is overlap when distinguishing incumbent upgrading from displacement.

This

overlap, along with the issue of some normal fluctuation of residents in neighborhoods
that are upgrading cause some researchers to question the underlying assumption of
displacement. This results in the suggestion that substantial revitalization can be
attributed to incumbent upgrading and neighborhood revitalization (Lee and Hodge 1984:
145).
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2.4.2: Displacement
“[T]o deprive people of their territory, their community or their home,
would seem at first sight to be a heinous act of injustice. It would be like
taking away any other source of basic need-satisfaction, on which people
depend absolutely . . . But this experience is not simply deprivation: there
is a literal necessity to be re-placed. People who have lost their place, for
one reason and another, must be provided with or find another. There is no
question about it. People need it. They just do” (Smith 1994: 152).
“Displacement from home and neighborhood can be a shattering
experience. At worst it leads to homelessness, at best it impairs a sense of
community. Public policy should, by general agreement, minimize
displacement. Yet a variety of public policies, particularly those concerned
with gentrification, seem to foster it “(Marcuse 1984: 931).

As mentioned above Slater (2006) surmised that until recently displacement was a
core study discussed by fundamental researchers in gentrification theory. These scholars
include works by Laska and Spain (1980), Schill and Nathan (1983), Palen and London
(1984) and Smith and Williams (1986).

These researchers were concerned with

displacement and accounted for it their theory and studies (Slater 2006: 747). Although,
still significant is the work on the demographics of the new middle-class, it is not
complete without the discussion of the gentry’s effect on the working-class they are
displacing.

The gentrification scholars of the 1980s have held the struggle of the

working-class and minorities as a long-standing truth (Lees, Slater, and Wyly 2008).
This issue of displacement begins in the definition as far back as Ruth Glass and although
economic and social circumstances have changed the pressure still exists within the
housing markets as affluent groups support and encourage inflated rates and prices which
ultimately push out the vulnerable populations. It is not replacement if homeowners are
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opting out for personal reasons and of their own free-will (Slater, Curran, and Lees 2004:
1144). LeGates’ (1982) analysis of the study of sixteen cities suggests that a great deal
of gentrification based displacement, which can be especially troubling for the lowincome and elderly, confirms the in-mover stereotype as a younger, white, white collar,
affluent population whereas out-mover characteristics range in correlation with the
outcomes associated with their displacement. LeGates (1982) suggests that, as stated
previously, much tension arises as a result of social mixing, and not necessarily the
happiness and harmony depicted by Caulfield (1994)
Despite the emphasis of earlier research on displacement, there has been little
literature produced that quantifies the problem. Slater (2006) suggests that there is also
not much qualitative data either. “In a huge literature on gentrification, there are almost
no qualitative accounts of displacement” (Slater 2006: 749). This lack of measurable
research and the lack of “reliable” data have translated easily into a lack of antigentrification policy. “[N]o numbers on displacement meant no policy to address it”
(Lees, Slater, and Wyly 2008: 218).

Lance Freeman and Frank Braconi published

research in the early 2000s that changed all this. Their work suggests that gentrification
is positive and the benefits reaped are many, assuming it proceeds without widespread
displacement (Freeman and Braconi 2004: 39). However, their research in New York
across the years 1996 to 1999 suggests that the working-class were not leaving their
neighborhoods and as a result displacement was negligible (Freeman and Braconi 2004).
This however, leads to another question, which is, are the residents that would otherwise
be pushed out trapped because they cannot afford to leave?
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“When one household vacates a unit voluntarily and that unit is then
gentrified . . . so that another similar household is prevented from moving
in, the number of units available to the second household in that housing
market is reduced. The second household, therefore, is excluded from
living where it would otherwise have lived” (Marcuse 1985: 206).

Resistance to gentrification has taken many paths, all of which, are significantly
more worn in the first and Second-Waves of gentrification than in the Third. This
resistance changes with the evolution of economic and social structure and may take on
different tactics. Research also discusses issues associated with lack of activist resistance
that can now be seen. In particular, two issues are brought to light, “(1) continued
working-class displacement is robbing a city of activists and (2) the authoritarian
governance of urban places making challenges to gentrification extremely difficult to
launch” (Lees, Slater, and Wyly 2008: 249). The change between the literature of the
1980s and the literature of the 1990s is not just the lack of urgency associated with
gentrification and displacement, it is also the contentment found in assuming
gentrification is here to stay, and management through policy and social mixing is the
action to take (Lees, Slater, and Wyly 2008).
It is the nature of displacement and the contentment in using gentrification as a
policy tool that inspires additional research in understanding how to address the problem
before it has to be managed. If gentrification can be identified in its early stages, as
suggested by Clay (1979) through indicators, there is some hope that it can be restrained,
thereby minimizing the amount of displacement that may have originally occurred.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

3.1: Research Problem and Questions
While professional planning agencies work toward maximizing economic growth
and creating renewed, trendy, revenue-generating neighborhoods, vulnerable and
disadvantaged populations are often overlooked and, in the extreme, displaced. The
purpose of this project is to explore variables and metrics identified in both the literature
and case studies that are indicative of gentrification. These indicators will then be used
as a tool to identify both the emergence of gentrification, and as a means to locate
potentially disadvantaged populations, as defined by the indicators identified in the early
years of the study. Ultimately, however, identification of these indicators, in concert with
the appropriate strategies and/or policies, can be used as a prescriptive tool for
identification and amelioration of the potential for displacement in neighborhoods that
are branded by the indicators as gentrifying or gentrified.
Several case studies have been performed based on the concept of identifying
either gentrification or displacement. The focus often varies and as a result so does the
methodology and the indicators that are used.

Some studies have worked toward

understanding the relationship between gentrification and displacement via succession
studies, that is, examining how socioeconomic characteristics of in-movers differ from
those leaving an area. Many of these studied involve surveys which attempt to gather
data from out-movers in order to gauge the motivations surrounding exodus of an area
(Freeman and Braconi 2004: 40). Studies similar to this project are also noted, some
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asking what characteristics explain gentrification (Galster and Peacock 1986) (Schaffer
and Smith 1986), or how gentrification is reflected through the motivation of renovators
as measured and defined by indicators (Bradway Laska, Seaman, and McSeveney 1982).
The concepts highlighted in Smith’s production theory of devalorization and the rent gap
are also relevant to the analysis of this project, as this project seeks to understand the
spatial movement of both productive and consumptive demand. Spatial analysis has
become a more reasonable method of analysis with the existence and progression of
Geographical Information Systems (GIS). To this point Chapple (2009) and Heidkamp
and Lucas (2006) provide significant insight in the use of GIS and statistical analysis in
the evaluation of an areas susceptibility to gentrification.
This study seeks to answer the following questions through the use of a case study
approach: what indicators identify the occurrence of gentrification (in any stage)? Can
these indicators also be used to identify vulnerable populations based on those that have
left areas identified as gentrifying or gentrified via this study? How can these indicators
be identified by planners in order to be used with existing policy and strategy to mitigate
the displacement of disadvantaged and vulnerable populations?

3.2: Area and Unit of Analysis
This study focuses on the Asheville, NC municipal area. In particular, the project
seeks to evaluate the city and two specific neighborhoods, as defined by the 2000 census
block group boundaries, as case studies using indicators to understand the occurrence and
influence of gentrification across the municipal boundary. The City of Asheville and the
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neighborhoods identified for further study are identified in Figures 4, 14, and 21 within
the Case Study Background section.

3.3: Concepts, Dimensions and Indicators

Each study area is evaluated using the criteria established through review of the
literature.

This list should be considered thorough but by no means exhaustive, as the

motivators associated with gentrification are likely to become more apparent as
additional academic research and studies are published. The divisions of gentrification
theory seem to naturally divide the concepts of people and property. The third concept
used in this study, access to amenities, is directly related to consumptive and productive
demands which are theorized to motivate gentrifiers (Bradway Laska, Seaman, and
McSeveney 1982: 157). As a result, the primary concepts discussed will be people,
property and access to amenities. To further establish the indicators, these concepts were
then broken down into dimensions. These dimensions provide an organized method in
which to categorize variables and metrics thereby resulting in indicators, used to measure
each concept. Tables 1, 2, and 3 highlight the concepts, dimensions and indicators for
this study.
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Concept: People
Dimension

Indicator

Correlation and Influence on the Susceptibility of Gentrification

Data Source

Income

Median Income

This variable proxies for the socioeconomic status and low capitalized rents; it can be directed toward
an indicator of wealth or poverty (Galster and Peacock 1986: 325) (Heidkamp and Lucas 2006: 102)
(Bradway Laska, Seaman, and McSeveney 1982).

Geolytics
Neighborhood
Change Database
(NCDB)

(-) As the percentage of the Area Median Household Income increases, the neighborhood tends to be
leaning toward upper incomes and becomes less susceptible to gentrification (the area may be already
experienced gentrification to some degree).

Concentration of
Renters Paying More
Than 35% of
Household Income

This variable may indicate overburdened renters, which may be either forced out or opt out of the
market making room for gentrifiers. Also may be an indicator for lower income neighborhoods more
susceptible to gentrification (Chapple 2009: 6).

Percentage of Area
Median Household
Income
Geolytics NCDB
Percentage of Total
Households

(+) As the percentage increases the potential for gentrification increases.

Education

Concentration of
Owners Paying More
Than 35% of Household
Income

This variable is proxies for high income levels or increasing housing costs, suggesting areas already
beginning to gentrify (Chapple 2009: 6).

Educational Attainment
Percent of Population
with a Bachelor Degree

This variable is used as a fundamental measurement for the potential for gentrification susceptibility
and is likely to proxy for income as used in the Galster and Peacock (1986) study.

(-) As the percentage increases the area is less likely to be susceptible to gentrification (the area may
be already experiencing gentrification to some degree).

(-) As the percentage of those that have obtained a Bachelor Degree increase the potential for the area
to gentrify decreases (and in fact may already be experiencing gentrification).
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Geolytics NCDB
Percentage of Total
Households

Geolytics NCDB
Percentage of Total
Population

Race and
Ethnicity

Racial Composition

The designation of race/ethnicity may provide insight into neighborhoods that have already gentrified
(gentrifiers are typically associated with white households) or neighborhoods that are seen as
disadvantaged. This variable can be viewed from a variety of perspectives. It may provide a cultural
aspect via "ethnic flavor/identity" of a neighborhood, which is an attractive attribute. It may also
signify a “tightly-knit ethnic enclave,” which suggests low mobility rates and an obstacle to entrance
by gentrifiers (Galster and Peacock 1986: 324) (Beauregard 1986: 49) (Helms 2003) (Aka 2010: 4).

Geolytics NCDB
Non-Hispanic
White, and Hispanic
Percentage of Total
Population

(-) Primarily white neighborhoods signify little “ethnic flavor/identity” and tend to be associated with
already gentrified neighborhoods.
(+) A Hispanic presence in the neighborhood may signify “ethnic flavor/identity” that provides a
cultural attraction to some in-movers.
Concentration of Seniors

Age

This variable may provide a proxy for unit turnover rates as rates may be lower in areas with higher
elderly proportions due to seniors’ lower moving propensity (Galster and Peacock 1986: 324) (Helms
2003).

Geolytics NCDB
Percentage of Total
Population

(-) The more seniors in a particular neighborhood, the less likely the susceptibility to gentrification.

Household
Composition

Concentration of NonFamily Households

This variable proxy for income level could be representative of domestic partners (not married) or
may signify disadvantaged or vulnerable populations, i.e., single parent households. Traditionally
seen to have a negative connotation to the neighborhood (Bradway Laska, Seaman, and McSeveney
1982: 156) (Heidkamp and Lucas 2006: 102) (Chapple 2009: 6)
(+) As the percentage increase so does the susceptibility to gentrification.

Table 1: Indicators as defined by the dimensions within the People Concept
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Geolytics NCDB
Percentage of Total
Households

Concept: Property
Dimension
Indicator
Occupancy

Concentration of
Rental Units

Correlation and Influence on the Susceptibility of Gentrification

Data Source

The owner to renter rate of turnover may indicate social change however mobility and the motivation
behind the turnover can often be unclear. This measure can be used for both residents and retail
establishments (Freeman and Braconi 2004) (Chapple 2009: 6) (Diappi and Bolchi 2006:8).

Geolytics NCDB
Percentage of Total
Housing Units

(+) As the percentage increases so does the susceptibility to gentrification.
Concentration of
Single Family
Detached Rentals

Transition from single family detached owner occupied housing to rentals signifies the first stages of
neighborhood decline. Attached or multi-unit housing owner occupied housing tend to have homeowners
associations, etc. which can signify higher income levels even when renter occupied (Ahlbrandt and
Brophy1975) (Chapple 2009) (Diappi and Bolchi 2006).

Geolytics NCDB
Percentage of Total
Housing Units

(+) As the percentage increase the susceptibility to gentrification also increases.

Concentration of
Vacancies

Tend to decrease property values and lower capitalized rents (Helms 2003). However, more vacancy
means less possibility of displacement (Hurley 2010).
(-) As the percentage increases the potential for gentrification decreases.

Type of
Structures

Concentration of
Multi-Unit Housing
Units

Unit is a proxy for the type of housing structures found in an area and can be significant both from the
standpoint of age and dwelling type. Multi-unit may imply less investment in new development and
increased redevelopment (Galster and Peacock 1986: 325) (Chapple 2009: 6).

Geolytics NCDB
Percentage of Total
Housing Units
Geolytics NCDB
Multi-unit is 2+
units

(+) As the percentage increases the potential for gentrification also increases.

Concentration of
Housing Units Built
1939 or Earlier (Prior
to WWII)

This variable proxy for the age and architectural character of the area housing. Schill and Nathan argue
that gentrifiers have a strong preference for older, distinctive housing (1983: 28) (Galster and Peacock
1986: 325) (Zukin 2008: 30).
(+) As the percentage increases the potential for gentrification also increases.
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Percentage of Total
Housing Units
CoA GIS Data
Percentage of Total
Housing Units

Cost

Housing Costs

Housing values and rent costs suggest the cost of living in a particular area. These variables can indicate
low capitalized rents and/or the existence of overvalued homes that is consistent with trends in gentrified
neighborhoods (Bradway Laska, Seaman, and McSeveney 1982: 158) (Smith 1986: 24) (Diappi and
Bolchi 2006: 9) (Chapple 2009: 6) (Aka 2010: 2) (Heidkamp and Lucas 2006: 102).
(-) As the percentage of area median owner occupied housing value increases, the potential for
gentrification susceptibility decreases (the area may be already experienced gentrification to some
degree).

Geolytics NCDB
Percentage of Area
Median Owner
Occupied Housing
Value
Percentage of Area
Gross Median Rent

(-) As the percentage of area gross median rent increases, the potential for gentrification susceptibility
decreases (the area may be already experienced gentrification to some degree).

Proximity

Proximity to Wealthy
Neighborhoods
(Median HH income
> 120%)

High income areas, those that have a median income over the median income of the city as a whole, may
signify gentrification. This variable may also indicate an increase in potential rents (Spain 1980) (1983:
28) (Galster and Peacock 1986: 326) (Heidkamp and Lucas 2006: 102).

Geolytics NCDB

(-) As the Euclidian distance from a point to a wealthy neighborhood decreases the potential for
susceptibility to gentrification in adjacent declining neighborhoods increases.
Wealthy neighborhoods were defined based on housing industry and census standards to be those block
groups with an area median household income of greater than 120%.
Proximity to Public
Housing
(Selected by Deed
Date)

This metric may dissuade influx of newcomers and resulting gentrification. However, it is suggested in
the literature that it may also increase the rent gap and therefore lower capitalized rents (Helms 2003).

Proximity to Historic
Districts

This variable proxy for the age and architectural character of the area housing. Schill and Nathan argue
that gentrifiers have a strong preference for older, distinctive housing (1983: 28) (Galster and Peacock
1986: 325) (Zukin 2008).

City of Asheville
(CoA) GIS Data.

(+) As the Euclidian distance from a point to public housing decreases so does the potential for
gentrification.

(-) As the Euclidian distance from a point to a neighborhood with historic architecture decreases the
potential for susceptibility to gentrification in adjacent declining neighborhoods increases.
Table 2: Indicators as defined by the dimensions within the Property Concept
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CoA GIS Data

Concept: Access to Amenities
Dimension
Indicator
Proximity

Correlation and Influence on the Susceptibility of Gentrification

Data Source

Proximity to
Universities and/or
Colleges (merged into
one feature)

Proximity to an asset that raises property values (Galster and Peacock
1986: 325)

CoA GIS Data

Proximity to a Central
Business District
(CBD)

It has been noted that gentrifiers have expressed preference to living near
the employment, cultural, entertainment, and recreational opportunities
typically found in the CBD, suggesting the potential for higher rents (Schill
and Nathan 1983: 28) (Diappi and Bolchi 2006: 9) (Heidkamp and Lucas
2006: 102) (Beauregard 1986: 49) (Helms 2003).

(-) As the Euclidian distance from a point to a college or univsersity
decreases the potential for susceptibility to gentrification in adjacent
declining neighborhoods increases.
CoA GIS Data

(-) As the Euclidian distance from a point to the CBD decreases the
potential for susceptibility to gentrification in adjacent declining
neighborhoods increases.
Proximity to
Waterfront

Proximity to an asset that raises property values (Heidkamp and Lucas
2006: 102)
(-) As the Euclidian distance from a point to a neighborhood adjacent to a
waterfront decreases the potential for susceptibility to gentrification in
adjacent declining neighborhoods increases.

Table 3: Indicators as defined by the dimensions within the Access to Amenities Concept
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ESRI
Datamaps10

3.3.1: People, Properties, and Access to Amenities

These concepts provide information about the study areas and are indicative of the
demographics associated with the population of the neighborhood to be gentrified and
should not be confused with the demographics of the actual gentrifiers themselves. It is
the purpose of this study to better understand both the indicators of gentrification and the
demographics that are typical of neighborhoods that are gentrified, thereby suggesting
that these demographics may be correlated to an area or neighborhoods susceptibility to
gentrification.
Some property demographics and service areas around amenities also offer
general indications of the factors that increase or decrease property values indicating the
potential for movement in or out of a neighborhood. These demographics act as a type of
general ledger for a neighborhood by detailing the liabilities and assets that might entice
or detract from the area thereby raising or lowering potential rents and housing values.
For the purpose of establishing indicators of gentrification, the metrics discussed
for each concept were evaluated by time pulled data series from 1980 to 2009,
approximately by decade. Evaluation of data by time pulled series may shed light into
areas that change from high susceptibility in the early years to low susceptibility in the
later years. This may provide insight into the neighborhood characteristics of areas that
gentrify, lending meaning to what variables trigger gentrification and also to who is
affected by gentrifying neighborhoods.
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3.4: Data
Data sources include:
Data Source

Cost

Data provided by the City of Asheville
Buncombe County GIS Data (Online)
U.S. Census and American Community Survey
Neighborhood Change Database (Geolytics NCDB)
ESRI Business Analyst Online (BAO)
NC Live – Simply Map via the Buncombe County Library

Free
Free
Free
$
Free
Free

Table 4: Data Sources

The Geolytics Data, obtained at a cost, provides census block group level data for
Buncombe County for the years 1980, 1990, 2000 and American Community Survey 5year survey data for 2009, normalized to the 2000 block group boundaries.

This

normalization provides a means for analysis across all of the years indicated based on a
common block group unit of analysis and therefore removes validity issues typically
encountered across census years as census boundaries change.

3.5: Methods of Analysis
An analysis of current conditions by block group was administered via site visit
and map location evaluation in order to provide a dependent variable with which to
measure independent variables. The general area of each block group was ranked based
on the redevelopment or lack of development occurring within the block group boundary.
The criteria for ranking definitions can be seen in Table 5, with geographic results in
Figure 2. Results of the ranking by block group are listed in Appendix A.
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Redevelopment Redevelopment Status
Ranking
New development or Greenfields
0
1

Not yet redevelopable/gentrifiable – stable neighborhoods that have not been
noticeably in decline to this point.

2

Neighborhood once in decline with significant areas of redevelopment
(potentially high stage of gentrification)
Stage 3 opens up the area for significant interest by the gentrifiers and may
trigger urban renewal and development. Physical improvement and prices
escalate and displacement continues. Much tension can be accounted for in
this stage; demands for public resources are exposed, internal demands are
exerted between the new middle-class arriving in the neighborhood to promote
the new community and support the initiatives, and tensions are pushed
against the working-class and the subsidies and lifestyles required by them. In
stage 4 a significant portion of the area is gentrified, buildings held for
speculation are sold and some mixed use and commercial areas begin to move
in. Prices continue to spiral and displacement becomes an issue for, not only
renters, but also homeowners (Lees, Slater, and Wyly 2008: 30-33; Clay 1979:
57-59).

3

Neighborhood once in/in decline with moderate redevelopment occurring
(potentially mid-stage of gentrification)
Stage 2 sees more of the same “risk-oblivious” moving in but in stage 2 some
small scale promotion and speculation may begin. At this point some
displacement begins to occur, as vacant and abandon properties are taken
over. However, in stage 2 a small amount of private capital may become
available for investment (Lees, Slater, and Wyly 2008: 30-33; Clay 1979: 5759).

4

Neighborhood in decline with little to no redevelopment occurring (potentially
low to no gentrification)
Stage 1 is identified by “a small group of risk-oblivious people” that move in
and renovate. This does not draw much attention as it corresponds with the
typical housing market cycle and little capital is available for private
investment (Lees, Slater, and Wyly 2008: 30-33; Clay 1979: 57-59).

Table 5: Redevelopment Rankings
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Figure 2: 2012 Redevelopment Ranking (Dependent Variable) Map
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Indicators were evaluated over time using three types of analysis in order to
provide both an overarching view of the indicators and a specific look into how they
measure up across the city and specifically in the targeted neighborhoods. Pulled time
series data was broken down by approximate
decades. GIS models for each year (1980, 1990,
2000, and 2009) were built representing the
indicators chosen and the method of analysis listed
below. One model was built then replicated using
data from the varying decades so that the
assumptions and calculations did not vary across
the time-based evaluation. A second set of models
was constructed in the same way to measure
variable change that occurred for all time periods
based on the explanatory statistical analyses that
was also performed.
GIS features were evaluated and merged or
clipped as necessary in order for them to represent
the appropriate variables in the geographic model.
Each method first assesses the City of Asheville
by census block group in order to evaluate all

Figure 3: Overview of Methodology

neighborhoods that were affected by the indicators. Next, the target study neighborhoods
were each evaluated by block group. Because each neighborhood is only made up of five
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block groups, statistics could not be run as a result of the small sample size. However,
these block groups were evaluated based on the change of the pertinent variables over
time in order to better understand how the indicators changed within the neighborhood
from decade to decade.
The first GIS method used in this evaluation provides an overlay or suitability
analysis using the identified indicators. This provides a view based on a variety of
variables that can be broken down at the city, neighborhood and block group level, as
necessary and appropriate. Two types of statistical analyses were run in order to assess
the cumulative impact on the area of analysis and to better understand the correlation and
significance between the variables. Finally, general site field research, research of
available neighborhood plans, and past and present photographs have been incorporated
to better understand the qualitative changes that have occurred in these neighborhoods.
3.5.1: Overlay or Suitability Analysis
After Census and ACS data were collected, the data was evaluated for consistency
across the four decades. After confirming the same variables were available across all
time periods, the GIS features were manipulated in order to create representative GIS
features that were then used for evaluation of each of the twenty indicators. The GIS data
that was used to establish access to amenities was chosen based on the potential lack of
change across decades; historic districts as a symbol of significant architecture is relevant
regardless of the date of historic designation, central business districts which are
consistent with historical pictorials that were also reviewed, and access to waterfronts
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whose boundaries have changed very slightly over time. The overlay analysis is
dependent on these features and how these features are broken down, combined and
compared.
The literature reflects case studies that employed a method to identify gentrifiable
areas prior to suitability modeling. Galster and Peacock used 4 conditions to identify
these areas; single family home value falling below the corresponding area median,
median household income falling below 80% of corresponding area median household
income, the percentage of the college-educated population falling below the
corresponding area median, and the percentage of white residents falling below 90% of
the population within a particular tract (1986: 323). In another case study, Heidkamp and
Lucas defined areas ineligible for gentrification as a census tract in which the median
household income was equivalent to, or above, the city median (2006: 107). For the
purpose of this study the same gentrifiable layer characteristics, in addition to others,
were all incorporated in the overall suitability models. In the case that the Asheville city
area median value was not available (1980), the area median was determined using the
median income value of the 2000 block groups that are consistent with the City of
Asheville (CoA) boundary. A summary of the area median values used in the suitability
analysis can be found in Table 6.
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Year

Area
Median
Household
Income

80% of
Area
Median
Household
Income

1980

$12,855

$10,284

Area
Median
Owner
Occupied
Home
Value
$35,593

Area
Gross
Median
Rent

Source

$202

Area Median Income:
NC Live –Simply Map
Area Median Owner Occupied
Home Value: Calculated based
on block groups within and
intersecting the CoA Boundary.

1990

$22,762

$18,210

$58,077

$283

BAO – 1990/2000 Comparison
Report

2000

$32,880

$26,304

$109,074

$470

BAO – 1990/2000 Comparison
Report

2009

$38,790

$31,032

$185,900

$753

2005-2009 ACS 5-Year
Estimates

Table 6: City of Asheville Housing Costs 1980 – 2009

Indicators were examined by evaluating each variable based on a weighted sum
model, reclassification or scoring for each variable and relative weighting of the variables
was done in order to accurately reflect those indicators that hold more importance or
sensitivity.

Varying the stringency assists in understanding the minimum change

required to indicate gentrification or to reflect levels of gentrification (Galster and
Peacock 1986: 322). All reclassifications were based on a standard scale in order to allow
for variation of time and/or place. Reclassification scales and scores can be found in
Tables 7, 8, and 9. These scores were based on typical area median income breaking
points, an estimate of tipping points, and demographic generalizations that were taken
from the correlation and influence of variables found in Tables 1, 2, and 3.
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Relative weightings were primarily slanted toward housing values or costs,
income, education, and race. The literature principally emphasized these demographics.
Proximity to historic districts or available historic architecture and central business
districts was also emphasized and weighted accordingly. Proximities were determined by
using the Euclidean Distance tool in ESRI’s ArcGIS software. This tool provides “as the
crow flies” proximities based on specific distance designations. For this study those
designations were a quarter mile, half mile, one mile, two miles and greater than five
miles. Relative weighting was also dependent on the context and lifestyle associated with
the City of Asheville. Only variables that were discussed in the literature were collected
for evaluation. The reclassification or scoring and relative weighting ranged from (-3) to
3, (-3) representing a lack of correlation with respect to gentrification susceptibility, 0
being neutral, and 3 representing a strong correlation to gentrification susceptibility.
Finally, the data in this analysis was converted from vector data to raster data for the
purpose of analysis and provides a common raster cell size for comparison across area
and over time. The original models based on twenty variables were run, statistics were
generated, and then raster images were reclassified to the (-3) to (3) scale for a view of
the results consistent with the scoring and weighting of the variables. After completing
the suitability analysis, Exploratory Regression, also known as Stepwise regression, was
run to determine the variables to be used in the final models.
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GIS Feature Reclassification Concept: People
Indicator
Reclassifications Across All Years

Relative Indicator Weighting

Range from (-3) to 3

% of Area Median
Income

0 - 30%
3
30 - 50%
2
50 - 80%
1
80 - 100% -1
100 - 120% -2
>120%
-3

3

% of Renters Paying
> 35% of Income

0 - 10%
10 - 30%
30 - 50%
50 - 70%
70 - 90%
90 - 100%

-3
-2
-1
1
2
3

2

% of Owners Paying
> 35% of Income

0 - 10%
10 - 30%
30 - 50%
50 - 70%
70 - 90%
90 - 100%

3
2
1
-1
-2
-3

2

% of Population with
a Bachelor Degree

0 - 10%
10 - 30%
30 - 50%
50 - 70%
70 - 90%
90 - 100%

3
2
1
-1
-2
-3

2

% of Population
White

0 - 10%
10 - 30%
30 - 50%
50 - 70%
70 - 90%
90 - 100%

3
2
1
-1
-2
-3

2

%of Population
Hispanic

0 - 10%
10 - 30%
30 - 50%
50 - 70%
70 - 90%
90 - 100%

-3
-2
-1
1
2
3

1

% of Population 65
and Over

0 - 10%
10 - 30%
30 - 50%
50 - 70%
70 - 90%
90 - 100%

3
2
1
-1
-2
-3

1
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% of Non-Family
Households

0 - 10%
10 - 30%
30 - 50%
50 - 70%
70 - 90%
90 - 100%

-3
-2
-1
1
2
3

1

Table 7: GIS Feature Management for the Concept: People

GIS Feature Reclassification for the Concept: Property
Indicator
Reclassifications Across All Years

Relative Indicator Weighting

Range from (-3) to 3

% of Rental Units

0 - 10%
10 - 30%
30 - 50%
50 - 70%
70 - 90%
90 - 100%

-3
-2
-1
1
2
3

2

% of Single Family
Detached Rental Units

0 - 10%
10 - 30%
30 - 50%
50 - 70%
70 - 90%
90 - 100%

-3
-2
-1
1
2
3

2

% of Vacant Units

0 - 10%
10 - 30%
30 - 50%
50 - 70%
70 - 90%
90 - 100%

-3
-2
-1
1
2
3

1

% of Multi-Unit Housing
Units

0 - 10%
10 - 30%
30 - 50%
50 - 70%
70 - 90%
90 - 100%

-3
-2
-1
1
2
3

1

% of Housing Units Built
1939 or Earlier

0 - 10%
10 - 30%
30 - 50%
50 - 70%
70 - 90%
90 - 100%

-3
-2
-1
1
2
3

3
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% of Area Median Owner
Occupied Housing Value

0 - 30%
3
30 - 50%
2
50 - 80%
1
80 - 100% -1
100 - 120% -2
>120%
-3

2

% of Area Gross Median
Rent

0 - 30%
3
30 - 50%
2
50 - 80%
1
80 - 100% -1
100 - 120% -2
>120%
-3

2

Proximity to Wealthy
Neighborhoods (Miles)

0 – 0.25
0.25 – 0.50
0.50 - 1
1–2
2+
0

3
2
1
-1
-2
-3

2

0 – 0.25
0.25 – 0.50
0.50 - 1
1–2
2-5
5+

3
2
1
-1
-2
-3

1

0 – 0.25
3
0.25 – 0.50 2
0.50 - 1
1
1–2
-1
2-5
-2
5+
-3

2

(Median HH Income > 120%)

Proximity to Public
Housing
(Miles)
(Selected by Deed Date)

Proximity to Historic
Districts (Miles)

Table 8: GIS Feature Management for the Concept: Property
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GIS Feature Reclassification for the Concept: Access to Amenities
Indicator

Reclassifications Across All Years

Relative Indicator Weighting

Range from (-3) to 3

0 – 0.25
0.25 – 0.50
0.50 - 1
1–2
2-5
5+

3
2
1
-1
-2
-3

1

Proximity to Central
Business District (Miles)

0 – 0.25
0.25 – 0.50
0.50 - 1
1–2
2-5
5+

3
2
1
-1
-2
-3

3

Proximity to Waterfront
(Miles)

0 – 0.25
0.25 – 0.50
0.50 - 1
1–2
2-5
5+

3
2
1
-1
-2
-3

1

Proximity to
College/University (Miles)
(Features merged into one)

Table 9: GIS Feature Management for the Concept: Access to Amenities

Overlay analysis is not without its critics. The overuse of assumptions and lack of
understanding regarding the map algebra that underlies those assumptions, have long
been criticisms throughout the techniques history in land use analysis. Although these
assumptions are governed by the geospatial analyst, the relationships and relative
weighting are not without subjectivity (Malczewski 2004). The role of the geospatial
analyst however, unequivocally administers these directives and as a result incorporates a
more reasonable use and efficiency in relationships, assumptions and weights. These
directives are orchestrated in an amalgamation of various types of features and ultimately
result in a merged image of the conditions that represent the area at a particular time. The
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combination of qualitative data, proximal data, and demographic data that can be
represented provides a means for evaluation that can be found in few other analyses.
3.5.2: Statistical Analysis

The Exploratory Regression tool evaluates all of the possible combinations of the
candidate explanatory variables, looking for models that best explain the dependent
variable within the context of the specified indicators. Before running the Exploratory
Regression tool the user specifies a minimum and maximum number explanatory
variables.

The original analysis includes all twenty potential indicators as the

explanatory and all are used in the regression analysis. The tool itself evaluates the
candidate variables based on specific threshold criteria that can be used to identify a
properly specified model by both Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and Moran’s I spatial
autocorrelation standards. The Exploratory Regression tool tests all combinations of the
included candidate explanatory variables. Models listed as “Passing Models” meet the criteria
specified by the user, however, using the default values for the Max Coefficient p-value, Max
VIF value, Min Jarque-Bera p-value, and Min Spatial Autocorrelation p-value parameters,
passing models are than considered to be properly specified OLS models. The default

standards, and the standards set for a properly specified model, are as follows:


Adjusted R2 greater than 0.50. This criterion held for all models except the
2000 model, were no models met all six standards. In this case the criteria
was lowered to 0.40,



Coefficient p-values less than 0.05, keeping with the 95% confidence interval,
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Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) less than 7.5,



Jarque-Bera p-values larger than 0.01, and



Moran’s I spatial autocorrelation p-value larger than 0.01.

A properly specified OLS model has:



explanatory variables where all of the coefficients are statistically significant,



coefficients reflecting the expected, or at least justifiable, relationship,



explanatory variables that get at different facets of what you are trying to
model (none are redundant so their VIF values are less than about 7.5),



normally distributed residuals (the Jarque-Bera p-value is not statistically
significant indicating your model is free from bias)



randomly distributed over and under predictions (the spatial autocorrelation
p-value is not statistically significant indicating model residuals are randomly
distributed).

Only those models that pass the Min Adj. R-Squared, Max Coefficient p-value, Max VIF,
and Min Jarque-Bera p-value criteria, as well as the models with the highest Jarque-Bera and
the highest R-Squared, will have their residuals tested for Spatial Autocorrelation. As a
result, there will be fewer tests of Spatial Autocorrelation than the other criteria. It should
also be noted that using Exploratory Regression to find a properly specified OLS model
increases the chances of overfitting a model and may reduce the meaning of inference
between variables and assumptions (ESRI 2012).
Once the original model is created, suitability analysis was run, and zonal statistics

were run for twenty explanatory indicators used to create the analysis. The mean for each
were consolidated into one table which also contained the block group boundary
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identifier and the affiliated dependent variable. This table was then joined to the block
group boundary feature and the explanatory regression was run. These statistics were
used to validate the model and to identify a properly specific model moving forward. New
models were created using only the variables included in the properly specified models.
Models ultimately vary from year to year and the Implications section discusses this variance.

One set of variables was also constructed to run for all years in order to minimize the
issue of overfitting and to better understand how these variables impact the models across
each year. This set of variables includes only those variables that were consistent across
at least two passing model years. The new model includes a new suitability analysis and
final OLS regressions.

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) performs a traditional global linear regression to
generate predictions or to model a dependent variable in terms of its relationships to a set
of explanatory variables. In general, regression is used to evaluate relationships between
two or more feature attributes. This tool provides insight into identifying and measuring
relationships, allowing for a better understanding of what is going on in the study area as
it relates to the other features or indicators used in the analysis. It also provides a means
to predict where something is likely to occur. The tool, therefore, may be useful in
predicting future areas of gentrification based on the indicators provided in order to assist
in mitigation of displacement (ESRI 1995-2010: 146). This tool will be used primarily to
understand the validity and reliability of the models. As well, the statistical analysis
provides insight into which of the indicators lend the most heft in the suitability analysis
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possibly indicating the variables that are likely to make an area more or less susceptible
to gentrification.
An OLS regression was run to evaluate the correlation of variables or indicators
used to create the suitability models. Zonal statistics were run for the varying number of
indicators found in the passing models for each individual year. The mean for each were
consolidated into one table which also contained the block group boundary identifier and
the affiliated dependent variable. This table was then joined to the block group boundary
feature and an OLS regression was run. These statistics were used to understand the
significant variables in the analysis and also to evaluate the correlation and redundancy of
the explanatory variables to each other. This analysis provides a means of indicator
significance as well as a recommendation for potential GIS model modification and
validation.
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CHAPTER FOUR: CASE STUDY BACKGROUND
This study focuses on the City of Asheville from 1980 through 2009. The city and
its neighborhoods provide an interesting canvas, as the patterns and processes of
gentrification, insofar as its economic vitality are concerned have produced several
decades of decline followed more recently by strong redevelopment and economic
success.

4.1 The City of Asheville

Figure 4: City of Asheville Municipal Boundary
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The City of Asheville serves as a more general study area for analysis while
specific neighborhoods, addressed below, allow focus to fall more closely on specific
neighborhood character, culture and demographic trends. Asheville also serves as a good
general case study as the city’s current situation is comparable to a larger national trend
in urban development that seems to be occurring in smaller and smaller urban areas. The
history of Asheville’s economic situation provides a reasonable basis for gentrification
evaluation.
Asheville experienced an economic boom in the early twentieth century, toward
the end of America’s Gilded Age. Until 1930, Asheville, like many other municipalities
enjoyed economic success and to some extent excessive public spending. With the
depression came a laundry list of economic woes. For the next half century poverty
became a bastion of the community. Unlike neighboring communities, Asheville chose to
not default on the monstrous debt that had accumulated during these the early years,
instead they paid back the monies agreed upon and were free and clear as of July of 1976.
While Asheville held steady to repaying its debts, neighboring communities used
available funds for renewal and as a result buildings in Asheville that were in drastic
disrepair remained standing, whereas those in neighboring communities were
demolished.

Once the debt was repaid optimism reigned in a hope for city-wide

reinvestment. The reinvestment came; however the degraded infrastructure carried on
well into the 1980s and 1990s and is still visible in some areas today (Chase 2007).
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“Unchanged. Slowly decaying. In the end it was Asheville’s disastrous
civic overcommittment in the early twentieth century, the worst case in the
nation, that preserved the city’s exceptional skyline for future generations.
That skyline features some of the nation’s most spectacular Art Deco
buildings, more than a few of them remaining in continuous use since the
1920s” (Chase 2007: 2).
Asheville’s comeback over the last 30 years employed both private and public
partnership and a strong sense of entrepreneurship in a risky economic and social
environment (Chase 2007). Those associated with Asheville development look fondly
upon the culture and characters associated with Asheville and congratulate themselves
when they see how neighboring cities gutted their historic downtowns in favor of renewal
and industry, while Asheville's historic buildings provide elements of character necessary
for what is now their prevalent tourist climate.
Asheville’s boom and bust, and now renewal, provides a feasible laboratory with
which to evaluate improvement through the lens of gentrification. The cities renewal and
cost of living continues to grow while incumbent resident demographics such as income,
and employment types and rates show little momentum.
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Figure 5: Asheville CBD - Haywood and Walnut Mid-to-Late 70's
Source: UNCA Asheville Area Photographic Collection Sponsored by Southern Highlands Research Center 1976 –
1978

Figure 6: Asheville CBD Haywood and Walnut 2012
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Figure 7: Asheville CBD - Lexington and Woodfin Mid-to-Late 70's
Source: UNCA Asheville Area Photographic Collection Sponsored by Southern Highlands Research Center 1976 1978

Figure 8: Asheville CBD - Lexington and Woodfin 2012
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Figure 9: Asheville CBD - Biltmore Avenue Mid-to-Late 70s
Source: UNCA Asheville Area Photographic Collection Sponsored by Southern Highlands Research Center 1976 1978

Figure 10: Asheville CBD - Biltmore Ave. 2012
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Figure 11: Asheville CBD - Across from Vance Monument Early 70's
Source: Asheville Downtown Association

Figure 12: Asheville CBD - Across from Vance Monument Late 70's
Source: Asheville Downtown Association
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Figure 13: Asheville CBD - Across from Vance Monument 2012
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4.2: The East of the Riverway Area

Figure 14: East of the Riverway Neighborhood

The East of the Riverway project area provides a potential case study
neighborhood that brings multiple perspectives to this analysis. The area has long housed
warehouses, stock yards, brick yards, and factories, along with boarded-up stores and a
decaying hotel. For many years Asheville did not have the money or motivation to
change the decaying industrial area adjacent to the French Broad River and the railroad
tracks (Chase 2007: 231). On the just the other side sits a neighborhood of primarily low
income residents, a long time African American neighborhood that was both dislocated
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but also disconnected from the industrial district as a result of urban renewal. This
disconnection left the entire area void of efficient transportation integration to schools,
major employers, and recreation areas (East of the Riverway Document).
As stated, this neighborhood is home to what used to be a large industrial area that
borders a working railway and the French Broad River. As manufacturing left the area,
buildings were left vacant and construction, tourism and service jobs replaced wellpaying manufacturing jobs (East of the Riverway Document). The area was considered
an “architectural trash heap” as recently as 1988 (Chase 2007: 232).
Asheville’s riverfront was largely abandoned.

For a time,

The neighborhoods near the river

remained very low income, by passed for new development and new job opportunities
and ignored by developers as a result of floodplains and Brownfield legacies (East of the
Riverway Document).The area languished as a trash heap of pollution and abandoned
architecture, the city’s most daunting redevelopment challenge, until first taken on by
what is now Riverlink, a grassroots organization formed to protect the French Broad
River and then the artists community which yields much of the old industrial space as
studio space (Chase 2007: 233). From this point on the area has been subject to much
planning and organization and in 2005 the Asheville City Council voted unanimous to
support a new mixed use development. As a result, the area now yields the zoning
designation of Urban Place, a zoning tool that encourages compact infill and
rehabilitation development in areas that will support higher densities (Chase 2007: 234).
There are inherent challenges with redevelopment of this area. In particular there
are water quality protection issues both for drinking and recreations in addition to issues
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of poorly integrated transportation routes. Regardless of these issues, some of which are
still have not been completely resolved, the area has already begun to experience an
increase in some high-end housing, and an influx of local restaurants and services, as well
as a growing base of second home development (East of the Riverway Document).
These characteristics provide a glimpse at the potential for housing values to increase
based on in-movers.

Gentrification theory plays a strong role in the discussion of

gentrification in the case of the East of the Riverway neighborhood, as there are
demographic indicators stemming from the art district and the gentrifiers that include
David Ley’s consumption-side motivators and Rebecca Solnit’s discussion of
gentrification and artists’ communities. The potential for gentrification in this area also
suggests issues associated with production-side theory as industries that had once
supported a low-to-middle class population followed the lower land values out of the
area, leaving the East of the Riverway neighborhood in decline, thereby lowering the
ground rents, and providing the foundation for Smith’s rent gap theory.
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Figure 15: East of the Riverway – Depot and Bartlett Mid-to-Late 70’s
Source: UNCA Asheville Area Photographic Collection Sponsored by Southern Highlands Research Center 1976 1978

Figure 16: East of the Riverway - Depot and Bartlett 2012
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Figure 17: East of the Riverway - Cotton Mill Mid-to-Late 70's
Source: UNCA Asheville Area Photographic Collection Sponsored by Southern Highlands Research Center 1976 1978

Figure 18: East of the Riverway - Cotton Mill 2009
Source: AshevilleArtGallery.net
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Figure 19: East of the Riverway - Hatchery Early 2000
Source: AshevilleRAD.com

Figure 20: East of the Riverway - Hatchery 2012
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4.3: West Asheville

Figure 21: West Asheville Neighborhood

For the purposes of this study this neighborhood provides a look at an area that
seems to largely be embroiled in beginning gentrification. Originally a town separate
from Asheville, West Asheville was incorporated in 1889. The area was then annexed by
the City of Asheville in 1917. Development of the area started in 1885 and included
development of Haywood Road, the primary commercial corridor, the side streets and a
race track at Carrier Field, which was later converted to a park. As with the rest of the
Asheville, after the depression, the area fell into decline (Chase 2007). Like Asheville,
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West Asheville was riddled with debt and as a result did not focus on renewal and left
much of the existing building in disrepair. Haywood Road, once the means of access to
the west of Asheville, was the primary commercial corridor and remained so until the late
1950s when a new bridge was built and traffic was redirected to Patton Avenue and away
from the shops on Haywood (Chase 2007: 230).
Until about fifteen years ago, the area was commonly known as “Worst
Asheville” by the locals. Despite the renovation that was occurring downtown, little was
trickling into West Asheville. However, the area started changing in the late 1990s as
land prices in the Asheville CBD increased, making the land in West Asheville seem
inexpensive by comparison. Since then there have been many additions of several local
restaurants and shops filling in what used to be the pock-marked commercial corridor.
The area lends itself to a pedestrian friendly, small scale, mixed-use neighborhood, with
small bungalows lining the side streets (Chase 2007: 228). Development of new housing
and renovation of existing housing stock appears to be filling in the area by an influx of
new developers and residents, but based on interviews given by Chase (2007) many of
the incumbent residents are staying. As a result of this dichotomy and increasing house
pricing, with little change in area income or increased access to white collar jobs, the area
also provides an interesting mosaic with which to evaluate the indicators of
gentrification.
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Figure 22: West Asheville - Bledsoe Building Mid-to-Late 1970s
Source: UNCA Asheville Area Photographic Collection Sponsored by Southern Highlands Research Center 1976 1978

Figure 23: West Asheville - Bledsoe Building 2012
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Figure 24: West Asheville- Haywood Road Mid-to-Late 1970s
Source: UNCA Asheville Area Photographic Collection Sponsored by Southern Highlands Research Center 1976 1978

Figure 25: West Asheville- Haywood Road 2012
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Figure 26: West Asheville - Fire Department Mid-to-Late 1970s
Source: UNCA Asheville Area Photographic Collection Sponsored by Southern Highlands Research Center 1976 1978

Figure 27: West Asheville 1970 Fire Department 2012
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CHAPTER FIVE: FINDINGS
5.1: GIS Analysis Phase I
After collecting and organizing data, the 1980 model was created. This model
was replicated using 1990, 2000, and 2009 data. The initial analyses included all twenty
variables and provided a baseline with which to evaluate model validity, reliability and
accuracy. The original list of variables was meant to be thorough but not exhaustive, it
was expected that some of the variables would be removed as a result of redundancy and
statistical insignificance. The following paragraphs provide a general explanation of
susceptibility mapping based on phase I findings. More detailed evaluation, however, is
provide based on the phase II findings, those generated based on passing models,
discussed in section 5.2.
Figures 28 through 31 show the geographic results of the initial models. Figure
28 shows the potential gentrification susceptibility in 1980 based on the twenty variables
selected and used for each year. The highest potential for susceptibility can be seen north
and east of the East of the Riverway neighborhood, this area is in and around the CBD.
Susceptibility is also significant in the neighborhood south of the CBD and on the east
side of the East of the Riverway neighborhood. Additional susceptibility can be seen in
the southern portion of the West Asheville neighborhood and in the area east and south of
the East of the Riverway neighborhood, known as Oakley.
Gentrification Susceptibility in 1990 (Figure 29) encompasses the same areas as
in 1980; however, there is an increase in susceptibility throughout the East of the
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Riverway neighborhood, and spreading both north from the CBD. West Asheville shows
an increase in susceptibility in the western portion of the neighborhood but a decrease in
some of the southern portions.
In 2000, Figure 30 shows that the trend is maintained and additional spreading in
all directions from the original location in 1980 continues. 2009 (Figure 31) shows a
substantial reduction in the areas indicating susceptibility to gentrification, although
maintains the original areas of higher susceptibility from both 1980 and 1990.
The first phase of analysis based on all twenty variables taken from the literature and
case studies was placed in a GIS framework to better understand gentrification theory
through application. Particular attention should be paid to the issue of overfitting that
occurred and is visible through the statistical analyses of the initial model (Appendix B).
Additional research and field work are required in order to identify a list of potentially
omitted variables that will both ease issues of spatial autocorrelation that occur as a result
of the communicable nature of gentrification, while allowing for a better fit of the model
across multiple datasets, without overfitting for each individual year. The initial passing
models, generated in phase II of the analysis suggest that the model fits the data instead
of fitting the theory, perhaps as a result of omitted variables. Omitted variables may
include the proximity of industrial areas such as those that have the potential to be
rehabilitated to arts districts and live-work studio space, as is the nature of the River Arts
District housed in the East of the Riverway neighborhood. Other variables might include
proximity of major employers. In addition, insight into foreclosures to more accurately
evaluate times of recession might also be warranted. Mobility rates to better understand
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movement in and out of the neighborhood and private investment via building permits
that might spur movement into a neighborhood may also be potential indicators.
Information on retail trends, ownership turnover, economic variables were also not
included in this study and therefore should be considered in additional analyses. Finally
field work in the way of site visits, neighborhood gentrification assessment and interview
and surveys of citizens, planning professionals and stakeholders may provide the most
useful research for identifying potentially omitted variables.

Based on the Phase I

stepwise analysis, a second phase of evaluation resulting from the passing models was
conducted.
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Figure 28: Phase I 1980 Gentrification Susceptibility Map
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Figure 29: Phase I 1990 Gentrification Susceptibility Map
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Figure 30: Phase I 2000 Gentrification Susceptibility Map
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Figure 31: Phase I 2009 Gentrification Susceptibility Map
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Zonal statistics were run based on these models, and the mean of each variable by
block group was evaluated statistically against the redevelopment ranking (the dependent
variable) using a stepwise regression. Results of each original Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS) can be found in Appendix B. Passing models were selected for each year and
models were re-run using only the variables defined within that passing model. Variables
for each passing model by year can be found in Tables 10 through 13.
1980 Passing Model – Variables

Correlation

% of White Population
Proximity to Upper Income Block Groups
Proximity to Public Housing
% of Population 65 and Over
% of Multi-Unit Housing Units
Proximity to Significant Historic Architecture
% of Hispanic Population
Proximity to the CBD

+
+
+
+
-

Table 10: Variables in 1980 Passing Model

1990 Passing Model – Variables

Correlation

Proximity to Public Housing
% of Owner Occupied Median Housing Value
Proximity to the CBD

-

Table 11: Variables in 1990 Passing Model

2000 Passing Model – Variables

Correlation

% of Households Classified as Non-Family
Proximity to Upper Income Block Groups
Proximity to Public Housing
Proximity to Significant Historic Architecture
% of Gross Median Rent

+
+
+
-

Table 12: Variables in 2000 Passing Model
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2009 Passing Model - Variables

Correlation

% of Population with Rent that Exceeds 35% of Income
% of Owner Occupied Median Housing Value
Proximity to Public Housing
Proximity to Significant Historic Architecture
Proximity to the CBD

+
+
-

Table 13: Variables in 2009 Passing Model

Model proximity correlations vary based on the original theoretical analysis listed in
Tables 2 and 3. All proximity, with the exception of the proximity to public housing,
were thought to be negative, that is, as the distance toward an indicator gets smaller the
potential for gentrification susceptibility grows larger. Proximity to upper income block
groups, proximity to public housing, and proximity to significant architecture within the
new models suggest that the opposite correlations are true.

Appendix C lists the

statistical results associated with each model. For all years the strength of the linear
relationship to the proximity variables is low, with the correlation to the other indicators
such as housing cost, non-family designation, etc… being significantly higher. This
difference in correlation may also be related to the overfitting that is occurring in these
models. This overfitting may reduce the meaning of inference between variables and
assumptions (ESRI 2012).

5.2: GIS Analysis Phase II
Using the passing models, the initial models were modified and re-run to reduce
the issue of spatial autocorrelation and multicollinearity and produce the final geographic
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results. Geographic results of the passing models can be found in Figures 32 through 35.
1980 geographic results (Figure 32) are very similar to those of the initial analysis.
However, susceptibility is reduced in the East of Riverway neighborhood and increased
in and around the CBD and north into the Montford Historic District. Prior to the 1980s
the urban core, including the East of the Riverway neighborhood, the Montford Historic
District, and the West Asheville neighborhood were still experiencing a state of decline.
It was not until the 1980s that redevelopment began in the CBD.

With this

redevelopment came increasing property values and costs resulting in a movement to
significantly lower housing costs in the West Asheville neighborhood. The 1980 results
serve as a type of benchmark with which to compare the subsequent years. This model
also includes eight variables as part of the passing model, suggesting the issue of
overfitting may not be a significant issue in the 1980 model.
1990 susceptibility results (Figure 33), as with 1980 results, the focus of
gentrification is clearly in and around the primary CBD, just northeast of the East of the
Riverway neighborhood, and in and around the small CBDs that are located in the West
Asheville neighborhood. Susceptibility is significantly increased in the West Asheville
neighborhood as well as west of the neighborhood boundary, and decreased in the Oakley
area southeast of the East of the Riverway neighborhood. This movement from the CBD
to the West Asheville neighborhood corresponds with the increase in property values
occurring in the CBD in the late 1980s which enticed buyers to seek property in the
significantly lower priced West Asheville neighborhood.

With the 1990 model the

number of variables to produce a passing model shrinks to three.
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However, the same

themes are represented, proximity to the CBD and public housing, and housing costs.
That is, with the exception of the influence of the proximity to historic architecture.
Historic architecture provided a point with which to start redevelopment in the declining
neighborhood pre-1980 and a place for the new middle class to settle close to the upper
income block groups nearing 2000. After 2000, much of the historic architecture has
either been renovated or exists adjacent to areas that indicate a lower susceptibility to
gentrification (i.e. areas with significant public housing, etc…)
As the 1990s progressed these higher prices also started to move into the
Montford Historic District as well as slowly sneaking into some portions of the West
Asheville neighborhood.

By 2000, during the economic and housing booms, the

indicators shift from owner occupied housing costs to those of the renter, these indicators
persist in parallel with owner occupied housing costs into 2009.

Gentrification

susceptibility decrease throughout the urban core as these desirable areas begin to move
into the higher stages of gentrification and the less desirable areas are left to decline,
leaving the city with this feeling of “de-gentrification” studied by Bourne (1993a).
Figures 34, 2000 results, show a significant reduction in the gentrification susceptibility
around the municipal boundary, with the exception of the area neighboring the Montford
Historic District. Note that the one block group in the center of the district has reached
low susceptibility, perhaps now considered an upper income block group. The overall
decrease in susceptibility corresponds with the influx of wealthy residents maximizing
inexpensive housing for the use of second homes, as well as, the success of the CBD
redevelopment initiative.

However, it does not explain the beginning influx and
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gentrification occurring in the East of the Riverway neighborhood and the West Asheville
neighborhood. As will the variables across 1980 and 1990 similar themes apply those of
proximity to the CBD and public housing, and overall housing costs. However, as stated
above the significance of historic architecture resurfaces in addition to an increase in nonfamily households. The map would suggest that gentrification has begun throughout the
urban fabric of the Asheville municipal boundary, and with it can be found those groups
that are often attributed with beginning gentrification, artists and the gay and lesbian
community (Solnit 2002; Lauria and Knopp 1985).

By 2000, these groups are

represented in Asheville and may lend themselves to households consider by the census
to be non-family.
In 2009, with the recession in full-swing the wave of “de-gentrification” has
passed and pockets of susceptibility begin to open back up. Those areas that were more
expensive to redevelop, were maybe less desirable, or are no longer adjacent to what
were thought to become upper income neighborhoods, are now affordable and desirable.
Figure 35, the geographic results for 2009, show a reduction in increased susceptibility
from the 2000 results of decreased susceptibility for the phase I results. Pockets of
susceptibility can be seen in and around the CBD, the Montford Historic District, the East
of the Riverway neighborhood, and the West Asheville neighborhood. These areas also
correspond with a continued influx of residents, and a still minor increase in housing
values in some block groups in both the East of the Riverway neighborhood and the West
Asheville neighborhood despite a nationwide recession and housing marking crisis. As
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with 2000 and previous years the general themes persist, proximity to the CBD, historic
architecture, and public housing, as well as housing costs.
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regressions were run on all final models; this data
can be found in Appendix C. The statistics generated as a result of the phase II model
also suggest that different variables may play a role as an indicator of gentrification
depending on the time. Further research should be done through the use of dummy
variables to establish, which and to what degree, these variables may or may not be
considered indicators based on the year.
The second phase of the study looked to understand the variance in the passing
models. It is believed the primary reason for the significant reduction in the variables and
the variance across models is an overfitting of the models specific to the relative dataset
and not to the large concepts of the underlying theory. That being said, it is necessary to
discuss the implications of the variation as a result of the overfitting.

Table 14 shows

the passing variables that most clearly overlap across a minimum of two passing models.
Within these variables proximity to public housing, the CBD and significantly historic
architecture are the largest drivers, as well as the percentage of median housing value. In
2000 housing value are replaced with indicators of rent change. Based on this analysis it
seems these indicators, proximity and housing costs, are the primary drivers for the
passing models from 1980 on, with housing costs leading the way, as proximity to the
CBD and historically significant architecture remain constant through the study years. It
can be surmised then that the passing models for this particular study are strongly rooted
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in the changes in housing in costs and the proximity to upper income neighborhoods and
their change overtime.
Much of this history is in accordance with Smith’s theory of devalorization, but
also strongly lends itself to Ley’s theory of consumer demand. Movement in these
models seems to be attributed to housing values but not without concern for proximity to
the CBD, which often brings with it access to culture, activities, and amenities and
proximity to public housing which might suggest a neighborhood that will not bend to
complete redevelopment, and as a result, the concept of gentrification.
These models also suggest that gentrification is a spatially contagious. It tends to
focus either around an upper income neighborhood (defined in this study as a block group
that has greater than 120% of median income), the CBD, or another symbol of wealth
(i.e. historic architecture) and spread from there. This is an area where the spatial
statistics show a weakness, that is, it is difficult to distinguish between spatial
autocorrelation and gentrification’s tendency toward spatial contagion.
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Figure 32: 1980 Passing Model Map
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Figure 33: 1990 Passing Model Map
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Figure 34: 2000 Passing Model Map
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Figure 35: 2009 Passing Model Map
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5.3: Neighborhood Analysis
Finally, neighborhood analysis was conducted on the five block groups located in
the East of the Riverway neighborhood, as well, as the five block groups located in the
West Asheville neighborhood. Sample sizes were too small to run regression analysis,
however, a closer look at the phase II geographic analysis discussed above can be found
in Figures 36 through 39. In addition, an evaluation of the five variables which overlap
across a minimum of two models (found in Table 14) was conducted and included to see
how these variables change at a neighborhood level over time.

Phase II Model – Variables

Correlation

Proximity to Upper Income Block Groups
Proximity to Public Housing
Proximity to Significant Historic Architecture
Proximity to the CBD
% of Owner Occupied Median Housing Value

+
+
-

Table 14: Variables Overlapping in Two or More Passing Models

This analysis of these variables can be seen in Figures 40 through 45. Proximity
to the CBD and historically significant architecture, as well as proximity to public
housing, in some cases, does not change from year to year. Figures 40 through 42 show
the percent change in the five variables over time for the East of the Riverway
neighborhood. In particular, it is clear that the only overlapping variables that change
over time were proximity to upper income neighborhoods, proximity to public housing,
and the percentage of median housing values. Proximity to upper income neighborhoods
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and public housing decreases or remains the same across all block groups for all years.
Median housing values fluctuate depending on the block group.

Block group

370210002002, which is situated at the tip of the East of the Riverway neighborhood
between the Montford Historic District and the CBD, shows a sharp increase in the
relative percent of median income from 1980 to 1990, small decrease from 1990 to 2000,
followed by another sharp increase from 2000 to 2009. Block group 370210009001,
which also borders the CBD, showed a small increase from 1980 to 1990 and a continued
decrease until 2009. 370210009002 shows a decline throughout the time period, whereas
370210009003, has shown a continued increase. Finally, 370210009004 decreased from
1980 until 2000; however, the change from 2000 to 2009 shows a sharp increase.
Because proximity is mostly stable or moves very slightly at best, the implication of the
change in owner occupied median housing value (and in some cases gross rent) plays a
strong role in the model. These fluctuations at the neighborhood level are reasonable
samples of how housing cost may have impacted the larger models.
Figures 43 through 45 show the percent change in the five variables over time for
the West Asheville neighborhood. In particular, it is clear that the only variables that
change over time were the proximity to upper income neighborhoods and the percentage
of median housing values. Proximity to upper income neighborhoods decreases for all
block groups from 1980 to 1990.

A decrease continues for 370210010001 and

370210011001 from 1990 to 2000, and increases for the other three for that timeframe.
From 2000 to 2009 proximity to upper income neighborhoods remains the same. Percent
of median housing values decreases from 1980 to 1990 for all block groups on the West
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Asheville neighborhood except 370210010003, which increases. From 1990 to 2000
there is an increase the median housing value for all block groups with the exception of
370210010003 which shows a small decrease. The same is true from 2000 to 2009,
however, 370210010003 return to an increase and block group 370210011001 begins to
decrease.

This neighborhood is another example of how these fluctuations at the

neighborhood level can be reasonable samples of how housing cost may have impacted
the larger models.
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Figure 36: 1980 Phase II Neighborhood Gentrification Susceptibility Map
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Figure 37: 1990 Phase II Neighborhood Gentrification Susceptibility Map
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Figure 38: 2000 Phase II Neighborhood Gentrification Susceptibility Map
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Figure 39: 2009 Phase II Neighborhood Gentrification Susceptibility Map
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Figure 40: East of the Riverway % Change 80-90
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Figure 41: East of the Riverway % Change 90-00
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Figure 42: East of the Riverway % Change 00-09
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Figure 43: West Asheville % Change 80-90
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Figure 44: West Asheville % Change 90-00
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Figure 45: West Asheville % Change 00-09
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CHAPTER SIX: IMPLICATIONS

The findings from the geographical and statistical analysis are useful in
understanding the use of GIS in evaluation of gentrification indicators. The analysis
highlights a methodology, the use of spatial statistics in understanding and validating a
geographic model, and the issues inherent in evaluating gentrification theory via the
Asheville, N.C. case study. Planners must understand the factors that lend themselves to
populations and to neighborhoods, as this is important in neighborhood planning and
redevelopment, but is also paramount to the protection of vulnerable populations that live
in these neighborhoods. When population and redevelopment expectations and
population awareness are considered, planning and redevelopment efforts become more
targeted and efficient. Additionally, studying neighborhood characteristics may help to
identify indicators of gentrification but also to identify developable areas with weak
affordable housing initiatives and other social inequities that need to be addressed prior to
neighborhood redevelopment. This study takes a look at identifying these indicators and
utilizing them for the purposes of planning to minimize displacement as a result of
neighborhood redevelopment.

6.1: Implications for Asheville

Based on the evaluations discussed within the Findings section, it seems the
biggest controllable issues facing Asheville planners is the increase in housing costs and
the increase in block groups that classify as upper income (greater than 120% of median
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income). Although by many, planners included, these characteristics are thought to be a
boon. However, in the evaluation of gentrification the successful redevelopment and
increased tax base within a neighborhood can be the very issues that result in resident
displacement. The issue is largely complicated by the extent to which a city is willing to
take on strategies to restrain middle-class resettlement to protect the vulnerable
populations living in these neighborhoods (Auger 1979: 521). This restraint does not
come easy and is not without its own opponents. The new middle-class brings with it an
increased tax base and potential financial bonuses to those involved in the economic
development and recovery of these neighborhoods. In Asheville, redevelopment and an
increase in desirable commercial and retail offerings also brings with it tourism and
increased economic stability for the city and for its service industry. Assuming, the city
is willing to restrain some middle class inmigration and to work on affordable housing
plans, the issue may still be around what extent these neighborhoods are being left in the
hands of market forces.
From the beginning, the city’s intention for many of these declining
neighborhoods required definition; were their intentions to upgrade Asheville and the
neighborhoods within it or were they helping the neighborhood’s initial residents to
Part of assisting the neighborhood’s to

upgrade themselves (Downs 1979: 467).

upgrade themselves allows for affordable housing plans and other strategies (i.e. housing
subsidies, rent control, and property tax constraints, etc...) to help to minimize the rising
costs of housing on incumbent residents. This becomes an issue especially in areas
where rental housing is prominent (Downs 1979: 468).
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At this point in the redevelopment of many of the Asheville neighborhoods, much
of the planning to avoid displacement would have had to be done prior to any of the
redevelopment. However, additional initiatives brought in piecemeal even at this point
may suffice to assist some portion of the vulnerable population. Having implemented the
appropriate planning tools at the onset, it is still likely that not every resident could have
been saved from rising housing costs, but minimizing the displacement through early and
thorough planning is paramount. Without this preparation planners and city
representatives are not only at risk for displacing initial residents but also risk
overcrowding in other low-cost areas of the city as a result of this displacement, in
addition to, political turmoil via distrust and disillusionment by local populations. This
many not just include the loss of local support by the populations themselves, but also by
the groups and associations that connect them (Auger 1979: 521).
Already, in passing discussions with the artists that have live/work space in the
River Arts District, there is concern that prices will rise enough in the next year to
displace them. This comes after the announcement of the implementation of a large
brewery and local attraction, among other new restaurants, being housed in the River Arts
District. And on the heels of a delay in a council vote over the implementation of a
Business Improvement District (BID) in the CBD that has local independent business
owners concerned. Without a doubt, Asheville is redeveloping and doing so quite
successfully, but does this mean it is gentrifying? Findings certainly suggest the potential
has been there over the years and to some extent still exists. It seems necessary for some
intervention or additional planning even at this stage in development, as the initial
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residents and retail establishments are growing restless and disillusioned. This can be
seen in the East of the Riverway – River Arts District via frustrated artists, in the West
Asheville neighborhood, as new residents a vie for removal of the initial residents as
means of neighborhood clean-up, and in the CBD, as independent business owners are try
to understand how a BID will not make them vulnerable to increased taxes and ultimate
displacement. Although, much economic prosperity is being generated in the city, we are
also at risk of displacing those very businesses and residents that lived in and helped
establish many of these neighborhoods. Having been unable to work closely with the
planners in Asheville, and focusing this project primarily on the creation and evaluation
of a gentrification susceptibility model, it is unclear to what extent the city and its
representatives prepared for the issues of gentrification. A next step in this analysis
might provide an evaluation of the plans circa 1980 through the present to better
understand the city’s intention around gentrification and the results that were obtained.

6.2: General Implications

Based on the evaluations discussed within the Findings section, it seems that the
GIS framework may be particularly useful in the indication of both gentrification and the
demographics that lend themselves to populations that are displaced. However,
identifying a complete set of variables and being able to collect that data for a given area
at a given time has proven to be the highest hurdle. To complicate the issue further, it
seems that area context and timeframe are also pivotal to variable identification and
model validity. In accordance with this connotation, it is paramount for planners to
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collect and save data. It seems that most planning agencies currently have access to GIS
software to some degree. A first step would be to not just update data on a daily,
monthly, or yearly basis, but instead to save this data at specific time points in order to
analyze change over time. It is also vital to focus on the ordinary: areas of private
investment through increases in building permits, participating neighborhood
associations, identification of areas of disrepair or disinvestment, monitoring retail trends
through the sale of retail or leasing of retail establishments, and the appearance of one
owner across multiple parcels, and noting general dialogical relationships with the
various populations of the city. Not just census demographics, though they should also
be collected and monitored, but the everyday activity that takes place in a planning office
is integral to the management and awareness necessary to foresee the potential for
displacement or inequity as a result of redevelopment.

In summary, two major

implications are beset upon the city and regional planner 1) pay attention to the ordinary,
collect everyday data in combination with census demographics to ensure a contextual
and potentially complete data set and, 2) manage this data with timestamps in order to
ensure its usefulness as a tool so that given a similar methodology it can be used as an
early warning system in combination with existing strategies to help mitigate resident
displacement in times of neighborhood redevelopment.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

7.1: Data Collection Limitations
The most significant issue associated with validity, reliability and limitations is
the use of secondary data for this project. In particular, the data collected was not
collected with this project or the specific neighborhood and city boundaries in mind and
as a result requires adaptation of the data and/or the study in order to have comparable
units of analysis across multiple data sources over time. As well, there may have been
issues with validity and reliability inherent in the collection and/or normalization of the
data that are not made clear by the collecting/evaluating bodies. Currently, block group
level data is not accessible for the 2010 Census data or the American Community Survey
(ACS) data that has replaced the census long form. As a result, 2009 ACS data was used
for the purpose of the study. As well, some variables are not available at the block group
level for 2009 ACS data based on specific designations (i.e. employment/unemployment
by age) and therefore could not be used in the study in order to maintain consistency
across the four represented decades. Census data also does not provide any insight into
why populations move in or out of particular neighborhoods, so the reason for mobility
and the entry and exit in a particular neighborhood and whether it can be considered
displacement is unclear. Consideration should have also been made to evaluating midyear data using the ASC in order to better understand the demographic trends across
decades.
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This study seeks to understand the change in areas over a relatively long time
period. In doing so, data gathered must be consistent from 1980 through 2009. This is
fairly easy to obtain through the use of census and ACS data; however, data collected
from the City of Asheville (CoA) was often rooted in the year 2000 or even more recent.
As a result, much of the data used to establish access to amenities (neighborhood
business districts, parks and recreation facilities, etc…) could not be used due to a lack of
consistency in the early years evaluated in the study (1980, 1990, and in some cases
2000). Future research should consider using this data moving forward provided data is
saved based on particular time periods. It seems much of this data is consistently updated
with little regard to saving data specific to a point in time.
In the case of economic evaluation and retail specifics, much of the data was
either not available or not easily attainable for the entire time period. This information
also provides context for the general economic environment, investment and
disinvestment of the City in the evaluation years, providing another form of validation to
the results of the model. Establishment dates for structures, parks, etc… might also have
been obtained through the survey of local officials, professionals, and city maintenance
works, particularly those which have a long tenure with the city.

Surveying these

stakeholders could have also provided more insight into the context of how each indicator
was weighted. This methodological addition would be advocated in further research.
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7.2: Representation of Gentrification Factors
Currently, the study lacks the data triangulation, or checks and balances outside of
the literature, to provide additional reliability and validity to the data (Yin 2009: 116).
Survey of the stakeholders would help to provide this triangulation. Assessment from the
local stakeholders and professionals may have also provided necessary insight into
variables that were not included in the analysis, both generally and specifically relevant
to the Asheville area and context. This type of evaluation should be considered for future
research.
Geographic representation of proximity was used based on Euclidean distance (or
as the crow flies). This area may have been more accurately represented using the
Network Analyst tool and recording services areas based on street networks for
reasonable measurement based on vehicle or pedestrian routes.

However, this tool

provided only polygon ranges versus exact distances from point to amenity. As a result,
the Euclidean distance tool was used; however, further research is suggested to better
understand if service areas can be made more accurate and used for additional analysis.

7.3: Model Validation and Reliability
As mentioned in the methodology section, suitability analysis is not without its
critics. Issue has been taken with the number assumptions and potential for subjectivity
inherent in the analysis, and the lack of knowledge associated with the computations
intrinsic to the ArcGIS tools.
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Opponents of stepwise regression or in this case the exploratory regression tool
also consider underlying assumptions around the order and means of the variables
evaluated to pose validity issues. In particular tradition statisticians suggest that the tool
allows the user to evaluate data before formalizing a hypothesis allowing for models that
overfit the data provided without reflecting the broader process, making the model
irrelevant across other datasets (ESRI 2012).
However, researchers from the data mining school of thought consider the
complexity of the questions and understand that it is impossible to know a-priori all of
the factors that contribute to any given real world outcomes. As a result, data miners are
proponents of inductive analysis, like exploratory or stepwise regression, as means of
hypothesis development (ESRI 2012). That being said, variables were selected using
gentrification theory and case studies as means of guidance from the experts and data
validity.
Opponents of stepwise regression also consider underlying assumptions around
the order of the variables evaluated to pose validity issues with the analysis. These
analyses are complicated by the use of statistics based on the relationships of the
variables used in the each model. In particular, Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and the
autocorrelation tool are subject to any subjectivity or inaccuracies inherent to the models
and unfortunately, the models do not account for the level of influence, correlation or
interdependence that is inherent in neighborhood gentrification analysis.

Further

statistical analysis would be recommended, in particular the use of sensitivity testing and
log transformation analysis to remove the vulnerability of the dependent variable through
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confirmation of the significance of the independent variables resulting in a robust model.
Additional testing using dummy variables to provide insight into the dependence of
variable by year would also be recommended.
Standard scales were used for scoring or reclassifying data in the model.
Additional research on the use of standard scale and research on natural breaks and
tipping points in demographic data would assist in removing issues of subjectivity.
Standard scales provide a means for universal measurement but lack context to the study
area(s). This lack of context provides more conservative estimates of susceptibility but
dulled the heft of the scored variables thereby not reflecting the true context of the area.
Validation of the significance of the independent variable is paramount; equally
important is the validation of a complete model. Omitted variables produce a
misspecification model, or a model that is not complete. Missing variables pose a
problem with spatial autocorrelation and play a role in overfitting models to data.
Additional research and assessment of local professionals would have provided additional
data invaluable to this study, resulting in a more refined methodology, easier
identification of autocorrelation and multicollinearity, and more valid and reliable
models. This type of research and assessment should be considered moving forward.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION
It is clear why planning for growth and economic well-being via neighborhood
improvements are encouraged. However, good planning should incorporate managing
economic growth so as to minimize the negative externalities that can result from it (i.e.
increasing housing costs and/or incumbent displacement).

This project served as a

mechanism to attempt to identify and understand the use of indicators acknowledged in
the literature review and through case studies as a tool to detect the progression of
gentrification. The study assists in the understanding and introduction of GIS technology
on a complicated theoretical concept, gentrification. It seems the methodology is feasible
given the more complex task of identifying a complete set of variables given a specific
context based on area and time.
It was the intent of this project to 1) identify the potential indicators for both
gentrifiers and gentrified populations, 2) to discuss the application and influence of these
indicators in particular Asheville N.C. neighborhoods, and 3) to discuss existing
neighborhood conditions and strategies that may be employed by planners in concert with
traditional mitigation tools in order to more proficiently minimize resident displacement.
To that end, this analysis has provided insight into how cities could begin to consider and
plan for these issues through dynamic and targeted data collection and analysis utilizing
basic neighborhood indicators, and incorporating more complex indicators as necessary.
Incorporating these indicators as well as those mentioned as potential omitted variables
into daily staff tasks and including the analysis preparation as a part of generating general
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planning reports, neighborhood initiatives and even updating comprehensive plans can
help cities both be aware and address issues of associated with redevelopments and
social inequities in a coordinated manner.
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Appendix A: Redevelopment Ranking By Block Group
Block Group Redevelopment Ranking

Block Group Redevelopment Ranking
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2
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1
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1
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3
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3
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3
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1
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2
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1
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3
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0
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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2
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1
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3
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1
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1
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1
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1
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3
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3
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3
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2
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1
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3
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1
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3
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1
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3
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1
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3
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1
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3
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1
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3
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0
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3
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0
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2
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1
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3
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0
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3
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1
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1
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3
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3
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1
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1
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1
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4
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0
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4
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Appendix B: OLS Regression for Original Models by Year
1980 Summary of OLS Results
Variable
Intercept
WHITEMEAN_1
WATERFRONTMEAN_1
VACANTMEAN_1
RENTER35MEAN
UPPERINCMEAN_1
UNIVERSITYMEAN_1
RENTALMEAN
PUBHOUSINGMEAN_1
PRE39MEAN_1
OVER65MEAN_1
OOMEDVALMEAN_1
OO35MEAN
NONFAMMEAN_1
MULTIUNITMEAN_1
MEDINCMEAN_1
HISTARCHMEAN_1
HISPMEAN_1
GROSSRENTMEAN_1
EDATTMEAN
DETACHRENTMEAN_1
CBDMEAN_1

Coefficient
1.655157
-0.033330
-0.000068
0.034445
-0.129370
0.000128
0.000001
0.008279
-0.000052
0.028006
0.075451
0.000102
0.003105
0.017985
-0.027889
-0.003499
0.000043
0.185612
0.021265
-0.040984
0.000841
-0.000026

Number of Observations:
Degrees of Freedom:
Multiple R-Squared [2]:
Joint F-Statistic [3]:
Joint Wald Statistic [4]:
Koenker (BP) Statistic [5]:
Jarque-Bera Statistic [6]:

StdError
2.297956
0.013370
0.000157
0.093729
0.083155
0.000041
0.000029
0.061295
0.000027
0.024091
0.043438
0.011267
0.083867
0.036533
0.063400
0.008148
0.000026
0.192623
0.012652
0.081159
0.073422
0.000029

t-Statistic
0.720274
-2.492851
-0.432522
0.367494
-1.555764
3.109492
0.048836
0.135062
-1.891308
1.162524
1.736955
0.009049
0.037022
0.492287
-0.439887
-0.429456
1.695100
0.963602
1.680737
-0.504991
0.011460
-0.902244

69
47
0.688671
4.950754
441.555149
27.567154
1.061058

Probability
0.474922
0.016253*
0.667342
0.714902
0.126475
0.003181*
0.961256
0.893140
0.064756
0.250891
0.088947
0.992818
0.970624
0.624809
0.662036
0.669555
0.096675
0.340176
0.099451
0.615926
0.990905
0.371526

Robust_SE
1.831149
0.011399
0.000155
0.057527
0.064764
0.000037
0.000024
0.046242
0.000027
0.018597
0.032598
0.010748
0.066117
0.032923
0.045877
0.005183
0.000021
0.116520
0.010157
0.064954
0.056570
0.000025

Robust_t
0.903890
-2.923918
-0.437290
0.598763
-1.997567
3.463707
0.060432
0.179026
-1.926868
1.505927
2.314544
0.009486
0.046961
0.546272
-0.607899
-0.675122
2.083628
1.592968
2.093554
-0.630976
0.014873
-1.040335

Robust_Pr
0.370662
0.005304*
0.663905
0.552206
0.051571
0.001148*
0.952067
0.858688
0.060055
0.138779
0.025056*
0.992471
0.962743
0.587464
0.546181
0.502905
0.042658*
0.117873
0.041722*
0.531112
0.988196
0.303505

OLS Diagnostics
Number of Variables:
Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) [2]:
Adjusted R-Squared [2]:
Prob(>F), (21,47) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (21) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (21) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom:
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VIF [1]
-------11.983856
1.648020
3.991983
27.824171
2.930579
9.901815
154.271637
10.721835
19.036826
9.421328
12.285675
3.725695
29.616116
206.339316
8.622223
8.322675
2.789620
6.955423
8.329672
5.364414
3.882408

22
166.148225
0.549567
0.000003*
0.000000*
0.152860
0.588294

1990 Summary of OLS Results
Variable
Intercept
WHITEMEAN
WATERFRONTMEAN
VACANTMEAN
UPPERINCMEAN
UNIVERSITYMEAN
RENT35MEAN
RENTALMEAN
PUBHOUSINGMEAN
PRE369MEAN
OVER65MEAN
OOMEDVALMEAN
OO35MEAN
NONFAMMEAN
MULTIUNITMEAN
MEDINCMEAN
HISTARCHMEAN
HISPMEAN
GROSSRENTMEAN
EDATTMEAN
DETACHRENTMEAN
CBDMEAN

Coefficient
2.807664
-0.000184
-0.000117
-0.022334
0.000040
0.000012
0.011101
-0.028503
-0.000075
-0.004606
-0.007391
-0.005858
0.017925
-0.001685
0.030032
-0.003043
0.000048
-0.016426
0.003022
-0.010738
0.037373
-0.000041

StdError
1.379950
0.008836
0.000176
0.043641
0.000070
0.000031
0.023120
0.020966
0.000034
0.008330
0.012391
0.005225
0.027525
0.017545
0.019508
0.008529
0.000031
0.089043
0.005134
0.040904
0.031259
0.000030

Number of Observations:
Degrees of Freedom:
Multiple R-Squared [2]:
Joint F-Statistic [3]:
Joint Wald Statistic [4]:
Koenker (BP) Statistic [5]:
Jarque-Bera Statistic [6]:

t-Statistic
2.034612
-0.020824
-0.660805
-0.511774
0.567599
0.380270
0.480141
-1.359463
-2.217447
-0.552890
-0.596496
-1.121138
0.651239
-0.096050
1.539508
-0.356805
1.558874
-0.184467
0.588598
-0.262513
1.195578
-1.344874

69
47
0.613268
3.549110
234.392385
20.873725
1.739426

Probability
0.047554*
0.983474
0.511962
0.611206
0.573009
0.705460
0.633355
0.180488
0.031465*
0.582959
0.553706
0.267924
0.518063
0.923889
0.130388
0.722837
0.125737
0.854442
0.558949
0.794075
0.237859
0.185121

Robust_SE
1.331489
0.006613
0.000136
0.034833
0.000059
0.000023
0.018822
0.017093
0.000030
0.007099
0.009595
0.004020
0.023133
0.014979
0.015115
0.009328
0.000029
0.086189
0.005444
0.033096
0.023197
0.000026

Robust_t
2.108665
-0.027825
-0.853723
-0.641186
0.679359
0.518729
0.589790
-1.667493
-2.534013
-0.648741
-0.770327
-1.457181
0.774887
-0.112504
1.986859
-0.326221
1.664699
-0.190577
0.555097
-0.324446
1.611085
-1.592519

Robust_Pr
0.040331*
0.977919
0.397587
0.524516
0.500242
0.606385
0.558156
0.102069
0.014669*
0.519663
0.444959
0.151717
0.442286
0.910903
0.052786
0.745707
0.102628
0.849679
0.581461
0.747042
0.113859
0.117974

OLS Diagnostics
Number of Variables:
Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) [2]:
Adjusted R-Squared [2]:
Prob(>F), (21,47) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (21) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (21) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom:
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VIF [1]
-------5.245330
1.682574
1.621494
3.438846
8.915231
3.648430
12.531445
13.323354
3.225879
1.597332
5.745789
1.879064
5.939764
19.082813
10.674477
9.702119
1.719948
3.346515
7.504468
3.512671
3.439860

22
181.113053
0.440473
0.000154*
0.000000*
0.466679
0.419072

2000 Summary of OLS Results
Variable
Intercept
WHITEMEAN
WATERFRONTMEAN
VACANTMEAN
UPPERINCMEAN
UNIVERSITYMEAN
RENTER35MEAN
RENTALMEAN
PUBHOUSINGMEAN
PRE39MEAN
OVER65MEAN
OOMEDVALMEAN
OO35MEAN
NONFAMMEAN
MULTIUNITMEAN
MEDINCMEAN
HISTARCHMEAN
HISPMEAN
GROSSRENTMEAN
EDATTMEAN
DETACHRENTMEAN
CBDMEAN

Coefficient
3.763782
-0.005657
0.000030
0.073520
0.000071
-0.000007
-0.026212
-0.010634
-0.000264
0.007501
-0.011612
-0.009098
-0.028780
0.022006
0.016968
0.004678
0.000120
-0.026278
-0.008519
0.019259
0.026726
0.000012

Number of Observations:
Degrees of Freedom:
Multiple R-Squared [2]:
Joint F-Statistic [3]:
Joint Wald Statistic [4]:
Koenker (BP) Statistic [5]:
Jarque-Bera Statistic [6]:

StdError
1.527598
0.009360
0.000177
0.063887
0.000099
0.000066
0.028637
0.020512
0.000065
0.008651
0.021106
0.003931
0.027662
0.028914
0.018577
0.007679
0.000086
0.031693
0.005841
0.030536
0.032944
0.000066

t-Statistic
2.463857
-0.604390
0.169858
1.150792
0.718626
-0.103056
-0.915305
-0.518411
-4.052332
0.867027
-0.550147
-2.314750
-1.040425
0.761072
0.913345
0.609225
1.406318
-0.829143
-1.458547
0.630711
0.811265
0.179337

69
47
0.609129
3.487826
279.046248
31.582631
0.543704

Probability
0.017460*
0.548490
0.865852
0.255638
0.475927
0.918357
0.364702
0.606604
0.000190*
0.390330
0.584824
0.025044*
0.303464
0.450414
0.365721
0.545309
0.166209
0.411213
0.151342
0.531284
0.421301
0.858445

Robust_SE
1.225535
0.008357
0.000155
0.050302
0.000054
0.000060
0.020836
0.018238
0.000062
0.008350
0.017900
0.003340
0.021964
0.021409
0.015603
0.006236
0.000066
0.024245
0.004540
0.027419
0.025044
0.000057

Robust_t
3.071134
-0.676867
0.193980
1.461570
1.319037
-0.112336
-1.257988
-0.583036
-4.240063
0.898336
-0.648705
-2.724300
-1.310343
1.027852
1.087483
0.750132
1.820647
-1.083877
-1.876490
0.702426
1.067183
0.205236

Robust_Pr
0.003540*
0.501807
0.847029
0.150515
0.193548
0.911036
0.214611
0.562656
0.000104*
0.373584
0.519686
0.009020*
0.196448
0.309279
0.282368
0.456912
0.075032
0.283947
0.066806
0.485876
0.291339
0.838275

OLS Diagnostics
Number of Variables:
Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) [2]:
Adjusted R-Squared [2]:
Prob(>F), (21,47) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (21) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (21) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom:
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VIF [1]
-------4.837869
1.671712
1.296185
1.391997
2.553370
6.897874
14.505730
2.433891
3.547743
2.077399
3.732920
1.982839
2.583998
17.148759
7.111418
5.022773
2.099098
2.718312
5.028762
4.153871
2.747106

22
181.847638
0.434485
0.000186*
0.000000*
0.064493
0.761967

2009 Summary of OLS Results
Variable
Intercept
WHITEMEAN
WATERFRONTMEAN
VACANTMEAN
UPPERINCMEAN
UNIVERSITYMEAN
RENT35MEAN
RENTALMEAN
PUBHOUSINGMEAN
PRE39MEAN
OVER65MEAN
OOMEDVALUEMEAN
OO35MEAN
NONFAMMEAN
MULTIUNITMEAN
MEDINCMEAN
HISTARCHMEAN
HISPMEAN
GROSSRENTMEAN
EDATTMEAN
DETACHRENTMEAN
CBDMEAN

Coefficient
3.557236
0.002276
-0.000081
-0.027004
0.000079
0.000018
0.031424
-0.021829
-0.000111
0.002845
0.007249
-0.001364
-0.004873
-0.017677
0.012710
-0.009040
0.000055
0.000888
-0.001763
0.027061
0.009480
-0.000067

StdError
1.494924
0.008115
0.000158
0.027126
0.000051
0.000026
0.014789
0.017873
0.000037
0.008455
0.017516
0.003038
0.017896
0.009954
0.012704
0.006456
0.000031
0.017156
0.004607
0.023230
0.022528
0.000026

Number of Observations:
Degrees of Freedom:
Multiple R-Squared [2]:
Joint F-Statistic [3]:
Joint Wald Statistic [4]:
Koenker (BP) Statistic [5]:
Jarque-Bera Statistic [6]:

t-Statistic
2.379543
0.280466
-0.510156
-0.995504
1.555920
0.690774
2.124792
-1.221318
-3.009693
0.336486
0.413847
-0.449092
-0.272313
-1.775841
1.000472
-1.400371
1.766904
0.051766
-0.382629
1.164898
0.420799
-2.534178

69
47
0.646287
4.089340
243.462438
26.941678
0.604411

Probability
0.021445*
0.780353
0.612330
0.324587
0.126438
0.493104
0.038892*
0.228057
0.004197*
0.738004
0.680870
0.655431
0.786576
0.082235
0.322204
0.167971
0.083739
0.958934
0.703722
0.249939
0.675821
0.014663*

Robust_SE
1.132878
0.006537
0.000131
0.026201
0.000032
0.000021
0.011846
0.013633
0.000037
0.007354
0.012814
0.002203
0.017620
0.007639
0.009925
0.004614
0.000028
0.011890
0.002619
0.018383
0.016886
0.000018

Robust_t
3.139998
0.348135
-0.613806
-1.030647
2.472065
0.859660
2.652716
-1.601187
-2.962024
0.386865
0.565681
-0.619329
-0.276587
-2.314001
1.280623
-1.959172
1.937890
0.074691
-0.672975
1.472035
0.561409
-3.640364

Robust_Pr
0.002920*
0.729295
0.542303
0.307980
0.017110*
0.394338
0.010856*
0.116038
0.004782*
0.700604
0.574302
0.538690
0.783312
0.025089*
0.206610
0.056041
0.058659
0.940778
0.504258
0.147678
0.577186
0.000677*

OLS Diagnostics
Number of Variables:
Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) [2]:
Adjusted R-Squared [2]:
Prob(>F), (21,47) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (21) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (21) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom:
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VIF [1]
-------2.551906
1.475917
1.937331
2.371908
6.805395
3.188154
13.982342
13.652901
3.640959
2.440168
3.049888
2.406024
2.872554
8.583749
6.524265
10.649293
1.851263
1.753797
3.970301
3.815090
2.841931

22
174.955117
0.488245
0.000030*
0.000000*
0.172792
0.739186

Appendix C: OLS Regression for Final Models by Year
Final 1980 Summary of OLS Results
Variable Coefficient StdError t-Statistic Probability Robust_SE Robust_t Robust_Pr VIF [1]
Intercept
2.299375 0.638048
3.603765
0.000641* 0.638970 3.598563 0.000652* -------WHITEMEAN_1
-0.017860 0.006255
-2.855176
0.005899* 0.006345 -2.814568 0.006596* 2.900162
UPPERINCMEAN_1
0.000104 0.000029
3.634302
0.000583* 0.000028 3.649200 0.000556* 1.564859
PUBHOUSINGMEAN_1
-0.000059 0.000018
-3.347029
0.001417* 0.000017 -3.598859 0.000651* 4.964876
OVER65MEAN_1
0.081454 0.022605
3.603322
0.000642* 0.020951 3.887771 0.000258* 2.821028
MULTIUNITMEAN_1
-0.024141 0.010256
-2.353718
0.021878* 0.010327 -2.337658 0.022756* 5.970504
HISTARCHMEAN_1
0.000048 0.000019
2.475707
0.016135* 0.000019 2.556257 0.013128* 5.262278
HISPMEAN_1
0.302268 0.118635
2.547892
0.013415* 0.085288 3.544075 0.000773* 1.169959
CBDMEAN_1
-0.000039 0.000019
-2.018959
0.047967* 0.000017 -2.243021 0.028599* 1.913369
Input Features:
Number of Observations:
Multiple R-Squared [2]:
Joint F-Statistic [3]:
Joint Wald Statistic [4]:
Koenker (BP) Statistic [5]:
Jarque-Bera Statistic [6]:

*
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

OLS Diagnostics
NEW_BlkGrpCOABndryMean
Dependent Variable:
69
Akaike's Information Criterion (AICc) [2]:
0.640538
Adjusted R-Squared [2]:
13.364539
Prob(>F), (8,60) degrees of freedom:
239.909898
Prob(>chi-squared), (8) degrees of freedom:
10.953743
Prob(>chi-squared), (8) degrees of freedom:
1.718071
Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom:

Notes on Interpretation
Statistically significant at the 0.05 level.
Large VIF (> 7.5, for example) indicates explanatory variable redundancy.
Measure of model fit/performance.
Significant p-value indicates overall model significance.
Significant p-value indicates robust overall model significance.
Significant p-value indicates biased standard errors; use robust estimates.
Significant p-value indicates residuals deviate from a normal distribution.
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RDEVLRANK
155.860625
0.592610
0.000000*
0.000000*
0.204334
0.423570

1990 Final Summary of OLS Results
Variable
Intercept
PUBHOUSINGMEAN
OOMEDVALMEAN
CBDMEAN

Coefficient
3.364328
-0.000026
-0.009948
-0.000044

Number of Observations:
Degrees of Freedom:
Multiple R-Squared [2]:
Joint F-Statistic [3]:
Joint Wald Statistic [4]:
Koenker (BP) Statistic [5]:
Jarque-Bera Statistic [6]:

StdError
0.236083
0.000010
0.002296
0.000019

*
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

t-Statistic
14.250622
-2.515888
-4.333526
-2.334109

69
65
0.536722
25.101502
142.862741
7.675092
2.299450

Probability
0.000000*
0.014350*
0.000054*
0.022689*

Robust_SE
0.207248
0.000006
0.001683
0.000016

Robust_t
16.233374
-4.757713
-5.909493
-2.861352

Robust_Pr
0.000000*
0.000012*
0.000000*
0.005669*

OLS Diagnostics
Number of Variables:
Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) [2]:
Adjusted R-Squared [2]:
Prob(>F), (3,65) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (3) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (3) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom:

Notes on Interpretation
Statistically significant at the 0.05 level.
Large VIF (> 7.5, for example) indicates explanatory variable redundancy.
Measure of model fit/performance.
Significant p-value indicates overall model significance.
Significant p-value indicates robust overall model significance.
Significant p-value indicates biased standard errors; use robust estimates.
Significant p-value indicates residuals deviate from a normal distribution.
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VIF [1]
-------1.466055
1.280343
1.568460

4
157.574214
0.515340
0.000000*
0.000000*
0.053226
0.316724

2000 Final Summary of OLS Results
Variable
Intercept
UPPERINCMEAN
PUBHOUSINGMEAN
NONFAMMEAN
HISTARCHMEAN
GROSSRENTMEAN

Coefficient
2.109088
0.000085
-0.000103
0.038499
0.000043
-0.005290

StdError
0.540773
0.000043
0.000027
0.020347
0.000026
0.004194

Number of Observations:
Degrees of Freedom:
Multiple R-Squared [2]:
Joint F-Statistic [3]:
Joint Wald Statistic [4]:
Koenker (BP) Statistic [5]:
Jarque-Bera Statistic [6]:

*
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

t-Statistic
3.900137
1.981553
-3.825446
1.892086
1.653987
-1.261320

69
63
0.390231
8.063548
58.135297
14.918139
2.488936

Probability
0.000239*
0.051897
0.000305*
0.063079
0.103109
0.211845

Robust_SE
0.488534
0.000038
0.000032
0.020448
0.000031
0.003663

Robust_t
4.317175
2.217201
-3.215011
1.882748
1.375481
-1.444397

Robust_Pr
0.000059*
0.030223*
0.002061*
0.064355
0.173857
0.153586

OLS Diagnostics
Number of Variables:
Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) [2]:
Adjusted R-Squared [2]:
Prob(>F), (5,63) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (5) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (5) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom:

Notes on Interpretation
Statistically significant at the 0.05 level.
Large VIF (> 7.5, for example) indicates explanatory variable redundancy.
Measure of model fit/performance.
Significant p-value indicates overall model significance.
Significant p-value indicates robust overall model significance.
Significant p-value indicates biased standard errors; use robust estimates.
Significant p-value indicates residuals deviate from a normal distribution.
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VIF [1]
-------1.312058
5.662560
1.099509
5.812291
1.204556

6
180.532202
0.341836
0.000006*
0.000000*
0.010718*
0.288094

2009 Final Summary of OLS Results
Variable
Intercept
RENT35MEAN
PUBHOUSINGMEAN
OOMEDVALUEMEAN
HISTARCHMEAN
CBDMEAN

Coefficient
2.268370
0.025368
-0.000098
-0.003078
0.000068
-0.000076

StdError
0.349185
0.008791
0.000023
0.001763
0.000024
0.000019

Number of Observations:
Degrees of Freedom:
Multiple R-Squared [2]:
Joint F-Statistic [3]:
Joint Wald Statistic [4]:
Koenker (BP) Statistic [5]:
Jarque-Bera Statistic [6]:

*
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

t-Statistic
6.496180
2.885713
-4.228516
-1.745637
2.836555
-3.943900

69
63
0.564163
16.309906
108.983966
12.800905
0.910673

Probability
0.000000*
0.005342*
0.000079*
0.085753
0.006126*
0.000207*

Robust_SE
0.335299
0.008352
0.000026
0.001500
0.000028
0.000018

Robust_t
6.765217
3.037254
-3.766320
-2.051648
2.447123
-4.292483

Robust_Pr
0.000000*
0.003473*
0.000370*
0.044366*
0.017198*
0.000064*

OLS Diagnostics
Number of Variables:
Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) [2]:
Adjusted R-Squared [2]:
Prob(>F), (5,63) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (5) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (5) degrees of freedom:
Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom:

Notes on Interpretation
Statistically significant at the 0.05 level.
Large VIF (> 7.5, for example) indicates explanatory variable redundancy.
Measure of model fit/performance.
Significant p-value indicates overall model significance.
Significant p-value indicates robust overall model significance.
Significant p-value indicates biased standard errors; use robust estimates.
Significant p-value indicates residuals deviate from a normal distribution.
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VIF [1]
-------1.225394
5.902059
1.117518
6.912441
1.667637

6
157.361097
0.529573
0.000000*
0.000000*
0.025318*
0.634235
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